CITIES
What's the Matter?
Restaurant floor: Kentile's newest solid vinyl tile—Moda Moresca. Individual 12" x 12" x ⅝" tiles permit quick, easy installation and exceptional design flexibility. Comes in five classic colors. Easy to maintain. Greaseproof.

**Kentile Vinyl Tile Floors**

New Spanish elegance—Moda Moresca Solid Vinyl Tile

Looks like hand-crafted tile—costs far less! Moda Moresca is more comfortable, quieter underfoot. Lasts and lasts beautifully in both commercial and residential use. Call your Kentile® Representative.
Dover Elevators... engineered for busy buildings

ELEVATOR ECONOMY for buildings through seven stories has been Dover's specialty for 30 years. Hydraulic power, applied through a pressure cylinder that is machined to a micro-inch finish, moves the elevator smoothly, quietly, dependably. Exclusive features include Dover's Rota-Seal packing molded of Buna-N compounds. This special material prevents oil leakage under variable load conditions and saves on maintenance because it does not require adjustment or replacement. For any low-rise building, there is no finer or more dependable elevator available. And for high-rise buildings, Dover's electric traction elevators deliver fast speeds and immediate response to changing traffic patterns. Because we manufacture both types, Dover can recommend the best elevator system for your particular building. Write for catalogs or see Sweet's Files. Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. F-2, P. O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tenn. 38102.


For more technical data, circle 283 on information card.
Elkay Belongs

in your commercial and industrial planning

The Spotless Look

For service sinks that withstand heaviest institutional usage and are easy to maintain, look to Elkay. These handsome nickel stainless steel sinks are of seamless construction. No hard-to-clean places, no rough corners where soil can lodge. Smooth, polished surface is never marred by chips, cracks, wear or stain.

No matter what your commercial, industrial or institutional needs may be, Elkay's years of experience in stainless steel are at your service to produce the stainless steel product you design or require. Many standard models are in stock, ready for prompt shipment.

Elkay is the world's first and largest producer of standard and custom-made stainless steel sinks. It seeks out and meets your product needs with more experience than any other stainless steel manufacturer.

Write for free literature or specific information and quotations to: Elkay Manufacturing Company, 2700 S. 17th Avenue, Broadview, Illinois 60153.
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A Growing Concern: As new products enter the building industry at an ever-accelerating rate, the proper dissemination of information about their uses, and existing ones as well, takes on serious implications. A significant aspect of all this is found in recent court decisions which have placed the responsibility for the selection and application of materials primarily on the architects' shoulders.

Meeting the Need: The Institute, through its committee structure, is stepping up its activities in programs and procedures concerning product use and development, and is maintaining a more profitable liaison with all segments of the industry.

One such activity is the production of a comprehensive design manual for roof systems, expected to be off the press in early 1968. Leonard Haeger, AIA, is preparing the manuscript under the guidance of a five-man editorial board, with the roofing industry lending both financial and technical support to the project.

A Working Tool: Another example is the recently issued "Policy Statement on Building Product Development and Uses." In the words of one architect, "it is great, simple, clear and direct to a vital point."

The statement is available free of charge as a three-hole punched sheet, printed front and back (see Architects Information Service card). However, some of the points made in one of the three sections might well be repeated here. The following excerpts are from the portion entitled "Obligations of the Parties":

Manufacturer—The manufacturer should supply the architect with all essential data concerning his product...

Particularly important is information on the product's compatibility with existing materials, construction methods, and climatic conditions.
bility and interfitting with interrelated products . . .

The manufacturer is expected to supply pertinent data concerning the compatibility, physical relationship and maintenance of his product. Whenever the manufacturer has specific knowledge of an improper use of his product, he should furnish such information in writing to the architect . . .

The manufacturer is expected to recognize that he is responsible for the failure of his product to perform in accordance with written data supplied by him or his authorized representatives . . .

When a product has been installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s written instructions and written recommendations, and such product fails, then the manufacturer has the responsibility therefor.

Architect—The architect is responsible for proper design. He is expected to inform himself with respect to the properties of the products he specifies. . . . He is further responsible for uses contrary to supplementary written information on proper use and installation procedures of the manufacturer.

The architect’s use of a product and its installation should extend to its compatibility with and relationship to adjacent materials and assemblies, notwithstanding the manufacturer’s similar obligations.

Contractor—It is the responsibility of the contractor to inform himself concerning the application of the products he uses and to follow the directions of the architect and manufacturer. If the contractor has knowledge of or reason to believe the likelihood of failure, he is expected to transmit such knowledge to the architect and ask for written instructions before proceeding with the work.

Owner—It is assumed that the owner or other person responsible for operation and maintenance of the project will properly maintain the material and equipment in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations.

Continued Next Month: Thus ends the excerpts from the policy statement. But we will have more to say on the overall subject in May as we look at “The New Producer,” exemplified in the Building Products Exhibit at the forthcoming AIA Convention in New York City, and at the industry’s attempts to upgrade its advertising and product literature, as was evident at the recent conference. ROBERT E. KOEHLER
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If the future of your business depends upon trends in housing, we've got the next eight years of it in this report.

It's called Projectron. Another Barrett® service system. Remember it. There is no other housing study like it.

It's a completely new way to project housing needs, using computers. No equally comprehensive city-by-city analysis exists.

Projectron forecasts the number of new homes needed, the number of new apartments needed, the number of new condominiums needed by price range and rent range, from now through 1975 for any one of 161 cities east of the Rockies.

Think what you could do with that information.

If you were a builder, and could use it as an internal guide to buying land, selecting target prices and sales potentials.

If you were a manufacturer, and could use it to spot future growth trends.

If you were a mortgage lender, and could use it to monitor and evaluate loans in local areas.

If you owned a building materials yard, and could use it to search out new city locations and estimate their sales potentials.

If you had some other connection with housing or community development and could use it in any one of a dozen different ways.

Projectron makes all other studies on housing's future a thing of the past. Projectron does away with unrefined estimates of population growth, trend-line calculations of housing permits, or personal guesswork.

And Projectron's cost is remarkably reasonable. A personalized report for your marketing area costs just $100. Cheaper by far than any comparable study.

See for yourself. Send for your free sample report on New Orleans. But do it today. Tomorrow is Projectron.

Mail to: Allied Chemical Corporation
Projectron Dept. A1A 4
40 Rector St., New York, N. Y. 10006
Projectron sounds good. Please send me more information, including a free sample report on New Orleans. I understand this places me under no obligation.

Name __________________________
My title _________________________
Company _________________________
Address __________________________
City ______ State ______ Zip ______
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The posh Atlas Valley Country Club, Grand Blanc, Michigan

Mr. O. F. Krist
Board Member, Atlas Valley Country Club.

Handsome Bigelows were installed extensively throughout this plush Club. A special feature is the striking use of carpet on the ceilings.

Why do people like O. F. Krist ask for Bigelow? Because they know for every hospital, hotel, motel, bank or other commercial building, Bigelow has or can custom-create the perfect carpet. We've done it since 1825. Our carpet counselors will give you all the help you need in solving any kind of carpet problem—at no charge. Simply call your nearest Bigelow sales office. Or for a colorful, free brochure on commercial carpets, write Dept. A, 140 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. Find out for yourself why people who know buy Bigelow.

Bigelow sales offices are located in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle.
...and the first tenant hasn't even moved in.

Modern design, engineering and construction—with outdated communications planning—add up to obsolescence. Chances are your tenants will need more than just telephones. They'll probably use Data-Phone® service, teletypewriter, Tele-Lecture, even closed-circuit TV. Make your building truly modern by allowing for these services in the blueprints. Avoid expensive alterations and unsightly wiring later.

Just call 212-393-4537, collect, and we'll send you a complete list of our Architect and Builder Service representatives.

*Service mark of the Bell System
Best Turnout in History Seen for Convention; Lindsay Among Speakers

The 1967 convention of The American Institute of Architects is expected to enjoy the largest attendance of any convention in AIA history. Attendance of between 4,000 and 4,500 is anticipated.

Expectations for the huge turnout are based on the level of interest expressed in business sessions and the program and the New York location. The May 14-18 convention, headquartered in the New York Hilton, will be the AIA's 99th. "The New Architect" is the theme, and four leaders in education, architectural practice, city architecture and technology will deliver afternoon lectures that will be followed by workshop sessions.

They include New York Mayor John V. Lindsay who will discuss "Design" using Manhattan as a case study.

Dr. Harold Taylor, educator and author, will talk on "Education and the Future of the Architectural Profession." Charles Luckman, FAIA, will discuss "Architectural Practice," and the final seminar presentation will be made Thursday with Arthur C. Clarke, astronomer, science fiction writer, lecturer and inventor, talking on "Technology."

The Purves Memorial Lecture will be delivered by Dr. Marshall McLuhan, author and theorist.

Among honors to be conferred are the Architectural Firm Award, to the office of Hugh Stubbins & Associates of Cambridge, Mass., and the Institute's Citation of an Organization, to the Boston Architectural Center.

Awards for distinguished achievement will be given Costantino Nivola, New York, Fine Arts Medal; Ivan Chermayeff, New York, Industrial Arts Medal; William C. Hedrich, Chicago, Architectural Photography Medal; Sister Mary Remy Revor, Milwaukee, Craftsmanship Medal; and Richard Kelly, New York, Allied Professions Medal.

Leon Chatelain Jr., FAIA, a past president of the Institute, will receive the 1966 F. Stuart Fitzpatrick Memorial Award. Established in 1960 but not given the past two years, the award is presented for outstanding national achievement in the unification of the building industry. Chatelain, of Washington, D. C., has been a recognized leader of the industry for more than 15 years.

Six men who have rendered "distinguished service to the profession of architecture or to the arts and sciences allied therewith" will receive honorary memberships in the Institute. They are:


Jonsson is a director of many firms and a former mayor of Dallas. He has been a sales executive for the Aluminum Company of America and in 1964 received the American Society of Metals' Advancement of Research Award. He was selected as Industrialist of the Year by the Society of Industrial Realtors the following year, and last year won the Bene Merenti Medal.

Kaufmann, author of five books on Frank Lloyd Wright and adjunct professor of architecture at Columbia University, comes from the Pittsburgh family which commissioned Wright to design the Fallingwater house.

Spruance is a pioneer in color lithography whose works are among the collections of a number of art museums.

The reception for Institute Presi...
Starting today, you're covered.
Allied Chemical is the only fiber producer to give a Three-Year Guarantee for commercial carpets.
Beginning today, the commercial carpet industry undergoes a totally new concept in how to back what you sell! With this wear-performance guarantee that lets everyone in this business—from mill, distributor, specifier, even customer—hand over to us, Allied Chemical, sole and single responsibility for A.C.E™ surface wear!
This is why Allied Chemical is the 1st and only fiber producer to cover you.

1. Because we're nylon, and nylon has been proved to wear better than acrylic, wool, polypropylene, or anything else! Because we have the unique cross-section nylon fiber that is specially engineered for commercial carpeting to resist soiling, and to stand up to all kinds of traffic with the kind of surface resilience and all-around durability that beats anything else going in the market.

2. A.C.E. has the proof! It's been in thousands of installations of every kind (restaurants, hotels, motels, schools, locker rooms, ladies' rooms) ... and hundreds of thousands of yards have taken traffic and come out looking terrific. That's why we can guarantee A.C.E. for you!

3. From here on in, A.C.E. covers you, the specifier (we take you off the hook with your client), you the distributor (you get the biggest added selling advantage in your sales history because Allied Chemical stands solidly behind every A.C.E. sale you make), and the customer (who takes any questions or problem on surface wear he might have with A.C.E. directly to Allied Chemical). Our 3-year guarantee provides immediate replacement!

4. A.C.E. has the label that requires rigid standards. Just a few of these 11 quality-performance proofs are pile density, proper backing, pile height, color fastness. Already there are more than 40 different A.C.E.-labelled qualities now on the market in a variety of different textures and colors! You better get in the program now.
This Carpet is guaranteed by Fibers Division, Allied Chemical Corporation, against excessive surface wear for three years when properly installed and maintained. The guarantee will cover surface wear to the extent of loss of more than 10% (per square yard) of pile fiber. If the carpet fails to perform as guaranteed, it will be replaced at our expense upon request of the customer.

The guarantee does not cover tears, burns, pulls, cuts or damage due to improper cleaning agents or methods.

Starting now, send us this coupon for more information on the biggest change in commercial carpet selling—the Allied Chemical A.C.E. 3-year guarantee!

Call (212) HA 2-7300. Ask for Ext. ACE. Or fill out this coupon and send to: Allied Chemical Corporation, Fibers Division, No. 1 Times Square, Dept. S, New York, New York 10036.

Name________________________
Firm________________________ Position________________________
Address_______________________
City_________________________ State________ Zip__________

☐ Please send literature on the A.C.E. program.
☐ Please send information on mills carrying A.C.E. carpets.
☐ Please have a representative call on me.
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for modern door control

Main points of the LCN 2010 series closer:

1. Provides efficient, full rack-and-pinion, complete control of the door
2. Fully hydraulic, with highly stable fluid giving uniform operation over a wide range of high and low temperatures
3. Easily adjustable general speed, latch speed, back-check and spring power (may be increased 50%)
4. Closer arm disappears over door in closed position
5. Available with regular or hold-open arm (choice of 85°, 90°, 100° or 110°)

Full description on request or see Sweet's 1967, Sec. 16e/Lc

A Host Chapter party will be held Wednesday night at Lincoln Center, and on Thursday night the Annual Dinner and Ball will be held in the Hilton. This event includes the investiture of new Fellows and the presentation of the AIA's highest award, the Gold Medal, to Wallace K. Harrison, FAIA.

Students will hold seminars, mixers and social events including a Bowery party on Friday night.

Also to be presented is the $5,000 seventh annual Reynolds Aluminum Prize for Architectural Students. It goes to Kent C. Underwood of Ohio State University for his design of a retractable aluminum stadium dome.

The Honor Awards Luncheon will take place Monday, alumni luncheons on Tuesday, AIA business sessions on Tuesday and Thursday and Host Chapter tours of Friday.

National Urban Group Includes Four Architects

Four architects are among 15 professional and civic leaders serving on the newly appointed National Commission on Urban Problems.

The commission, which is concerned with codes, zoning, taxation, development standards and low-cost housing, is headed by former Sen. Paul H. Douglas.

Architect members are Lewis Davis, AIA, of Brody & Associates, New York; Ezra Ehrenkrantz, AIA, president of Building Systems Development, Inc., San Francisco; Jeh Johnson of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; and Chloethiel W. Smith, FAIA, of Washington, D. C. Commission members were named by President Johnson.

Student winner Underwood
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Students will hold seminars, mixers and social events including a Bowery party on Friday night.

Also to be presented is the $5,000 seventh annual Reynolds Aluminum Prize for Architectural Students. It goes to Kent C. Underwood of Ohio State University for his design of a retractable aluminum stadium dome.
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Continued on page 26
Now **DAP® Butyl-Flex®** can deliver best all-around caulking service in 9 out of 10 installations

Only DAP Butyl-Flex delivers all sealant advantages inherent in butyl rubber . . . with uniformity assured by the exclusive DAP manufacturing and quality control processes.

DAP Butyl-Flex is the medium-priced, one-part sealant that can match the performance of 20-year sealants in 90% of all caulking-sealing applications.

Here's why: DAP Butyl-Flex has a 50% elongation factor for exceptional flexibility plus adhesive qualities second to none. Makes a long-lasting, trouble-free seal between similar and dissimilar materials such as aluminum, concrete, steel, glass, marble, wood, vinyls, painted surfaces. What's more, Butyl-Flex is easy and fast to use, cutting application time and costs. Guns on without mixing, heating, priming. For complete technical information, please send coupon.

**LASTING WATERPROOF SEALS.** Stays on the job as long as the 20-year sealants, when applied according to instructions.

**DAP INC.,**
GENERAL OFFICES: Dayton, Ohio 45401
☐ Please send me Technical Data bulletin on DAP Butyl-Flex butyl-rubber based caulk.
☐ Please have DAP Representative call.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIRM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>STATE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NO EQUAL

Von Duprin 66 series. The original stainless steel devices. And still unequaled in design, quality and engineering. Rim, mortise lock and vertical rod type. See your Von Duprin representative or write for detailed catalog material today. Compare for value by any standards. There is no equal.

Von Duprin Division • Vonnegut Hardware Co., Inc.
402 West Maryland St. • Indianapolis, Indiana 46225
Von Duprin Ltd. • 903 Simard Street • Chambly, Quebec
HAWS Model HWTA Series

Mounts on ANY Wall...

Haws water cooler Model HWTA mounts off-the-floor on any wall—be it stone, masonry, wood panel, or concrete. The Cool Mist Grey baked enamel finish and stainless steel receptor harmonize with any interior decor. Because it's wall-mounted, there's space beneath for cleaning equipment—no exposed fittings, And installation height may be varied for children and/or adults.

Compact Model HWTA wall-hung coolers are available in eight different models with capacities from 6 to 17 gph. Write or call today:

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY
1441 Fourth Street • Berkeley, California 94710

For details and information on other Haws products—see your Haws catalogs on drinking fountains, emergency eye/face-wash fountains, drench showers and decontamination equipment, and dental fountain/cuspidor units.

Newslines from page 21

The President said the group's mission is "to work with the Department of Housing and Urban Development and conduct a penetrating review of zoning, housing and building codes, taxation and development standards. These processes have not kept pace with the times. Stunting growth and opportunity, they are the springboards from which many of the ills of urban life flow."

The commission is also "to recommend the solutions, particularly those ways in which the efforts of the federal government, private industry and local communities can be marshalled to increase the supply of low-cost decent housing," the President added.

Italian Art Committee Makes Film Available

An hour-long film, "Florence: Days of Destruction," is available on a free-loan basis for public and private use.

The film was donated to the Committee to Rescue Italian Art which said prints can be ordered from these distribution centers of Association Films, Inc.: Ridgefield, N. J. (600 Grand Ave.); La Grange, Ill. (561 Hillgrove Ave.); Dallas, Tex. (1621 Dragon St.); and Hayward, Calif. (25358 Cypress Ave.).

The color documentary, narrated by Richard Burton, is an account of the flood of Nov. 4 which ravaged one-third of Italy and heaped immense damage on the museums, archives and libraries of Florence. The film's showing, the committee hopes, will be useful to help raise funds for the restoration of art works.

Vieux Carre Road Dispute Submitted to Court Test

The plaintiffs, numerous persons and organizations including the New Orleans Chapter AIA and the Louisiana Architects Association, "plan to appeal the case to the Supreme Court if necessary."

So announced the Vieux Carre Property Owners and Associates, Inc., as a declaratory judgment legal action was filed recently in Civil District Court, Parish of Orleans, New Orleans. The action is to test the legality of a proposed six-lane elevated interstate highway along the riverfront area of the Vieux Carre or French Quarter.

Continued on page 28
The real challenge of a toilet compartment is to "take" the day-by-day beating of hard use—schools, plazas, dormitories, factories, bowling lanes, filling stations, Y.M.s, public restrooms are typical. An important reason why all Weis Compartments are now equipped with SOLID BRASS HARDWARE.
Named as defendants are the New Orleans city administration, the City Planning Commission, the Louisiana Department of Highways, Louisiana's governor, the federal highway administrator, the US Bureau of Roads and the acting Secretary of Commerce.

"This proposed expressway," said the Vieux Carre group, "financed by 90 percent federal, 10 percent state and city participation, has been bitterly contested for several years by hundreds of individuals and groups throughout the nation as destructive to the quaint and distinctive character of the area, second only to Independence Square in Philadelphia in national historic importance. "The state Constitutional Amendment of 1936 provides that the protection of the 'quaint and distinctive character' of the area be regarded as a trust of the State of Louisiana. If this trust is to be legally adhered to, the segment of I-310 (the interstate highway) affecting the legal boundaries of the Vieux Carre cannot be constructed as an elevated eyesore."

The group said it intends to exhaust the appeal process if necessary "as a test case in the protection and preservation of our historic and architectural heritage."

**Contract '67 Show Said Rife with New Products**

More than 500 products and designs never before shown will be on display at the Contract '67 trade show, exhibit officials say. The April 25-27 show will be held in New York's Coliseum. The products to be unveiled by exhibitors are expected to forecast revolutionary advances in the concepts of furnishings and equipment for business and institutional interiors.

**Architects' Opportunities Seen Bettered by Private Financing of Dormitories**

The federal government is inclined toward greater private financing of college housing, a trend that can facilitate more imaginative architectural design.

This was said at a recent Chicago seminar called "Privately Financed Housing—Is It Right or Wrong for Your Campus?" Sponsored by the Simmons Company, the seminar brought together educators, architects, financiers, private developers and college students.

J. Trevor Thomas, director of the College Housing Division of the US Department of Housing and Urban Development, said a reduction to 3 percent in the rate for federal housing loans to colleges "attracted applications from colleges previously obtaining private financing at somewhat higher but still reasonable interest rates." To ensure that federal loans are not merely substituting for private credit, legislation will be proposed to adjust the present statutory rate to what he called a more reasonable level.

The clear implication of the legislation, Thomas added, is "that the resulting interest rate would be enough higher to make at least some of the college housing bonds attractive to the private capital market."

Wilmont Vickrey, AIA, partner in the Perkins & Will Partnership, Chicago, said privately financed residential halls offer "a significant opportunity to create new concepts of student living."

The architect said that "without the planning controls imposed by...

Continued on page 30
An affirmation of creative form: AMERICAN BUTTERNUT

With its roots firmly planted in American heritage, American Butternut has long been a paneling favorite with discerning architects of virtually every persuasion. Even a momentary glance at its elegantly graceful grain inspires the creative eye to search out design possibilities for this quietly beautiful masterwork of nature. To the restless imagination of the architect who seeks beauty within function, freedom within structure, American Butternut becomes an affirmation of creative form.
Coil-Wal is particularly effective for divisible auditorium teaching space. It follows the curve of the seating plan, then turns a radius as tight as 2' to the storage box concealed within the wall. Available in Douglas Fir or most domestic and imported hardwoods. Single widths to 150'. Heights to 30'. Safe, dependable electric operation. Dual Coil-Wal has an S.T.C. of 43, a rating adequate for most speech privacy purposes.

PRECISE COSTS AND TECHNICAL DATA UPON REQUEST

For more technical data, circle 232 on information card.
Now!...
Russwin releases both doors automatically by operating only one.
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In any event, the Boeing Co. and General Electric Co., winners of a competition to build the SST airframe and engines respectively, have been financing developmental work out of a $200 million appropriation set aside from last year's budget. But funds are running out.

So a decision is expected within the next month or two. The significance to architecture of the SSTs and the entire range of air travel development was discussed in an article by Morris Ketchum, Jr., FAIA, in last month's AIA JOURNAL. The coming air epoch, Ketchum said, is a plethora of challenge and opportunity for architects.

The SST question has polemics on both sides of the issue. Those against the venture with some relish pointed to President Johnson's scant mention of the program in his budget message.

But the 1968 budget request of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration included millions of dollars for supersonic research, and this was viewed by SST proponents as a happy sign.

The cost of SST development runs into the billions of dollars and terms under which private industry, including the airlines, is to pay back the government remained to be fully resolved. The terms involve direct costs, interest and royalties and it appeared that questions surrounding these factors would have to be settled before the SST program could move ahead.

AIP, 50 Years Old, Looks into Next 50

The American Institute of Planners is marking its 50th anniversary by looking into the next 50 years.

"The Next Fifty Years—The Future Environment of a Democracy" is the title of the AIP's meeting to be held in Washington Oct. 1-6.

The AIP, with a membership of 4,300, was founded in Kansas City, Mo. in 1917.

Postmaster General Lawrence O'Brien said an urban planning stamp "pointing to the need for federal, state and city cooperation to halt the decay of cities" will be issued for the occasion.

EDUCATION

First Architecture Grants Made by Arts Council

The first grants by the National Council on the Arts in the fields of architecture, urban planning and landscape architecture have been made.

They include up to 50 individual grants of $750 each to undergraduates in schools of architecture, to be used for travel in the US. Eight other grants, ranging from $10,000 for a study of road sign graphics to $50,000 to develop design techniques to preserve Hawaii's beauty, were also made.

Frederic D. Moyer, professor in the University of Illinois department of architecture, has been elected president of Scarab, national professional service organization. Scarab's invitation-only membership is made up of 500 architects, landscape architects and urban planners.

Roger Montgomery, AIA, professor in the School of Architecture of Washington University, St. Louis, and head of its Urban Renewal Design Center, was named the first incumbent of the Albert P. Greensfelder Chair. The chair was created after the St. Louis Regional Planning and Construction Foundation, established more than 25 years ago by the late Mr. Greensfelder, awarded a $200,000 grant for use in the university's urban design program.
Ten minutes at the design stage can mean a lifetime of service, convenience, prestige.

Take ten.

Take STANLEY Automatic Entrances.

The right Stanley MAGIC DOOR® entrance greatly increases your design freedom and adds stature to your client's building. So why not take ten minutes to check out all the Stanley options, and fit them to your project? Find us under “Door Operating Devices” in the Yellow Pages or Sweet’s. Or write for full-color entrance brochure No. M-78. Stanley Door Operating Equipment, Division of The Stanley Works, New Britain, Connecticut.

AUTOMATIC ENTRANCES by STANLEY
Where opportunity walks right in.
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The Boston Architectural Center has underway a series of seven lectures, running to May 15 with a concluding presentation by Felix Candela, on new developments in concrete technology.

Thirty University of Illinois students are living in France under what is said to be the first formal architectural education program ever offered by an American university in Europe. Spending a semester at La Napoule on the Mediterranean with three faculty members, the students are examining historic and contemporary European architectural developments.

Theodore J. Prichard, FAIA, was honored at the dedication of the University of Idaho’s new Art and Architecture Building with the unveiling of a plaque citing his inspiration to students. He heads the university’s art and architecture program and has been on the faculty 41 years.

A program in urban planning will be among new graduate courses Howard University will offer next academic year for the first time.

"Since New Jersey offers no adequate architectural drafting courses to high school graduates, an acute shortage has developed and there is presently a great need for both design and drafting talent in the profession.”

So spoke James A. Swackhamer, president of the New Jersey Society of Architects, as he announced the establishment of an atelier in the Essex County Technical School, Bloomfield, N.J.

Institute Seeks Comments On Legislation, Programs

A new Institute “clearinghouse” seeks the ideas and comments of architects across the nation for the improvement of federal housing, urban development and transportation programs.

Andrew F. Euston Jr., director of Urban Programs, said the comments will be considered in the preparation of Congressional testimony as well as for use in government relations generally.

The views-gathering activity—called the Federal Establishment Appraisal Program—is an outgrowth of a top-level meeting held at the Institute last year. In that session, Housing and Urban Development Secretary Robert C. Weaver and five HUD assistant secretaries gained the views of 18 architects, landscape architects and planners. The meeting also triggered a canvass of 80 practitioners in the design and planning professions.

A digest of the comments of those surveyed has been transmitted to HUD. The survey was praised by Under Secretary Robert C. Wood for both its approach and swift execution.

The Octagon meeting and survey are, however, but the first steps in what Euston hopes will become a continuing dialogue between architects and HUD. He urges members to send him their comments on the federal programs and to furnish any critiques they may have on federal legislation.

Euston said that on some specific matters questionnaires will be furnished to architects regarded as particularly experienced in specific areas.

Among anticipated situations in which architects’ views will be valuable are the Ribicoff Committee hearings. A major concern of the hearings, soon to be resumed, may

Continued on page 43

$5,525 saved in annual heating costs by Salem Towers Apartments in Malden, Massachusetts, with Temco Pre-Vent thru-the-wall Gas Furnaces in 60 apartments. Estimates for heating them electrically were $11,125 . . . compared with just $5,600 a year for the Pre-Vents.

How much money could your client save in annual heating costs with TEMCO PRE-VENTS!

Salem Towers saved $5,525! So, isn’t it worth considering sealed combustion Temco Pre-Vents? These beautifully styled gas heating units have been especially designed as an individual room heating system for both residential and commercial installations requiring up to 30,000 BTU. The temperature control is super-sensitive . . . allowing you to select the exact room temperature you desire. And it’s maintained thermostatically! Other advantages include no expensive chimneys or duct work . . . handsome slim-line appearance . . . and a unique thru-the-wall vent which uses only outside air for combustion. Mail coupon to Temco, Inc., Dept. AIA-4, P.O. Box 1184, Nashville, Tenn. 37202.
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be the design of urban highways, Euston said.

Staff personnel to the Institute's national committees are actively contributing to the clearinghouse program, Euston said.

Historians' Award Made To Richard Krautheimer

Richard Krautheimer, author of "Early Christian and Byzantine Architecture," has been awarded the Alice Davis Hitchcock Book Award of the Society of Architectural Historians.

The work of the Jayne Wrightsman Professor of Art History at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, published by Penguin Books (Pelican History of Art series), was cited as the most distinguished piece of scholarship in the history of architecture published in 1966 by a North American scholar.

Another of Krautheimer's books, "Lorenzo Ghiberti," written in collaboration with his wife, Trude Krautheimer-Hess, received the Charles Rufus Morey Award in 1956.

A graduate of the University of Halle-Wittenberg, Krautheimer has taught at Marburg University, the University of Louisville, Vassar College and has lectured at the American Academy in Rome. He has received many honors including the American Council of Learned Societies award for Distinguished Scholarship in the Humanities.
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Operable Classroom Wall

The hanger and track above are vital parts of the Incomparable 380 that you never see, yet they are the principal reason why the 380 operates so easily that a 90-pound teacher can open or close it in less than 30 seconds.

The wall hangs free as it rides smoothly on specially-designed, heavy-duty ball-bearing hangers. Cold-rolled bar runways minimize friction. And the self-cleaning track is the strongest used on any movable wall today.

Since it's all mechanical, the 380 is practically maintenance free; will keep rolling smoothly for years and years. And when locked in place, the 380 affords ideal sound control for classroom use.

With the upsurge of team teaching and the greater need for flexibility, the 380 brings you the ultimate in sound-retardant operable classroom walls.

To discover all the secrets of the NSSEA Class E Rated Incomparable 380, write for Catalog F-266.

HUPP CORPORATION
RICHARDS-WILCOX DIVISION
223 THIRD STREET • AURORA, ILLINOIS 60507
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Beauty that endures

Ceiling of Trinity Church, Newport, Rhode Island, 1726, designed and built by Richard Munday.

Design for Enduring Beauty with Conwed® Ceiling Products

Richard Munday's Trinity Church has been justly called a "supreme and matchless reminder of Colonial America." Among its many outstanding features is the delicately groined ceiling, which provides beautiful design and superb lighting.

Conwed ceiling products of today can help architects achieve the same happy marriage of design beauty and functional objectives...lighting, sound control, fire protection and air distribution.

The Statler Hilton Studios, Inc. selected Lo-Tone® Fissura and Gothic tiles from the Conwed products line for the main ballroom ceiling of the Hilton Hotel Corporation's Hilton Inn, Terrytown, N. Y. (shown above). The structure was designed by Carey and Martell, architects, Pleasantville, N. Y. These Lo-Tone tiles, combined with exquisite chandeliers, provide a rare blend of beauty, lighting, and acoustical control.
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS

BY WILLIAM H. SCHEICK, FAIA
Executive Director

Present at the Board Meeting

AIA Board members are as adept as anyone with cliches. The "Senator" from Colorado is a gold mine. Here are some favorites:

PROPS and GIMMICKS

- My other HAT - which I must now put on.
- My predecessor's SHOES which I never hope to fill.
- An AXE - one of which I do not have to grind.
- My own HORN - which I do not wish to blow.
- The COIN - the other side of which we must look at.
- CARTE-BLANCHE - which are not about to give this committee
- The BROAD BRUSH - with which I must paint this picture
- Our CARDS - which it is now time to put on the table

ANIMAL FARM

- The CHICKEN and EGG - which one of which comes first we never know.
- The BULL - which we now have by the tail
- The sleeping DOG - which we should let lie.
- Old friend DILEMMA

HUMAN ELEMENT

- The BABY - which we risk throwing out with the bath water.
- The DEVIL'S advocate which I hate to be
- JOE ZILCH, AIA member whose views are most often quoted
- The POINT which I do not wish to belabor
- The LINE on which I am frankly going to lay it.

GEOMETRY

- The DEVIL'S advocate which I hate to be
- The CLOUD on which my colleague is stranded
- The DAM over which much water has gone
- Pandora's box - which we fear the next subject will open

W. Scheick
No noise!
No vacancy!

No wonder!

Sheetrock Wall and Ceiling Systems with RC-1 Resilient Channel offer ratings up to 52 Sound Transmission Class and +2 Impact Noise Rating. RC-1 "floats" wallboard away from framing, isolates wall surface, reduces transfer of sound vibrations. Insulation between studs absorbs additional noise. Systems meet most FHA minimum standards, yet often cost much less than other methods.

See your U.S.G. representative, or write to us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Dept. AJ-71, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

United States Gypsum's literature series in Sweet's Section 12 is the most complete in the industry.
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What kind of cities do we want? What must we do to get them? These are the two most urgent issues facing urban America today. They are issues about which everyone is talking, writing, making speeches. But the more talking and writing, the greater the confusion seems to grow. Much of the talk seems to come from people who don’t like cities and just want to get away from them; too much comes from people who think the needs and problems of our cities can only be solved from Washington.

In the hope of wringing some order out of considerable disarray, The American Institute of Architects joined the National League of Cities, the Lincoln Foundation and the Luce magazines in sponsoring a 1966 roundtable conference of experts, described by New York Mayor John V. Lindsay as the “Who’s Who of urban development.” The purpose of the conference was to determine whether a broad area of agreement might be found behind all the confusion—and all the seeming contradictions. The panelists represented many different disciplines and viewpoints. Among them were the president of the AIA and seven colleagues; president and executive director of the league; president of the American Institute of Planners; incoming president of the National Association of Home Builders; three mayors; chairman of the National Housing Center; the federal urban renewal commissioner (now executive director of Urban America); chairman of the federal Advisory Committee on Intergovernmental Relations; planning director of the federal Bureau of Public Roads; chairman of the realtors’ Build America Better Committee; chief economist of the US Chamber of Commerce; president of the Institute of Public Administration; chairman of the Division of Urban Planning at Columbia University; chairman of the economics department at the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee; and the director of the Institute of Urban and Regional Development at the University of California. What was probed for was found: The roundtable revealed a broad area of almost-unanimous agreement on nearly every urban problem. It should be clearly understood that no one panelist subscribed to every conclusion and recommendation in the consensus which follows.

PERRY PRENTICE, HON. AIA, MODERATOR
Our urban problems would be hard enough to solve in a static urban economy with a static urban population, a static racial and social mix, and a static transportation method and system—but our urban economy and population are anything but static. On the contrary, our urban economy, society and technology are all undergoing great simultaneous changes; our urban population is doubling to a projected 1999 level well over 250 million-plus, and before 1999 our urban wealth will at least quadruple, as the average income of twice as many families doubles to a projected $15,000-a-year-plus-of-today's-purchasing-power. And even now, before these increases, our urban transportation system is already near the breaking point.

So within the next generation, our cities will have to be almost completely rebuilt twice as big and, we hope, at least twice as good. Within a generation we will have to erect and find the money for more new urban homes, business buildings and facilities than we have built in all the years since Jamestown and Plymouth Rock. We will have to replace at least half of all today's urban dwellings because they will no longer be good enough for anyone to want to live in when the average family has sufficient income to qualify for a $25,000 FHA-financed house. (This means we should build at least half as many new homes to replace decaying housing inside or close in to our cities as we add on the outskirts.) And we will probably have to replace half of today's business and industrial buildings because they will no longer meet the vastly different needs of 1999 business.

In addition, many of our cities will almost certainly have to be restructured to fit some new and radically different means of transportation. High-density cities like New York are finding that the additional facilities needed to bring in just one more car per day during commuter hours will cost $21,000; low-density cities like Los Angeles are finding the cost, in money, time and space, of relying solely on the automobile equally bad.

Most of today's cities "just grewed" (and often "growed" too fast) in response to yesterday's different social and economic demands. This is one reason why most central cities are already in deep trouble with problems they have neither the money nor the authority to cure—most of them problems that call for major rebuilding and/or restructuring. They are deep in problems concerned with slums, traffic, parking, sprawl, ugliness, housing; with recreation needs; with air and water pollution; with overtaxation and undertaxation.

They are stuck with far more than their share of the costs created by national problems like education, poverty and segregation. Their municipal costs are climbing twice as fast as their local tax base.

They are choked by obsolete political boundaries that 1) encourage both people and industry to seek tax havens in the suburbs and 2) make co-
ordinated planning difficult and often just plain impossible. They are losing prosperous families and their money to the suburbs almost as fast as they are herding more poor families and their costs into the slums. They are losing blue-collar jobs to the outskirts almost as fast as they can add new white-collar openings downtown. They consume four times as much land as they use. They are stuck with a tax system that penalizes improvements and subsidizes obsolescence, blight, sprawl and the spread of slums, and they are stuck with a concept of landed property that lets landowners capitalize for their own private profit all the economies and advantages of urbanism, so city dwellers must pay twice over for the multibillion-dollar values they themselves create living close together—values they have already paid for once by an enormous investment of both public and private money.

North, south, east and west, big cities and small, new cities and old, all alike suffer in greater or lesser degree from all these problems. High-density cities like New York may have more trouble with congestion; low-density cities like Los Angeles may have more trouble with sprawl, but the latter has congestion at its center and the former has sprawl on its outskirts. The bigger the city, the bigger its problems have seemed to grow; the older the city, the more deeply they are likely to be entrenched. And the former president of The American Institute of Architects adds a word of urgent warning:

"We cannot remake our cities without solving their painful social problems. As blight, congestion and lack of good-enough schools drive middle-income residents from our urban centers, the poor move in, the gap between the rich and poor grows, and the suburban noose draws tighter. If the present trend continues, the untrained and undereducated poor will become the dominant population group in almost all our major cities within the next few years. The consequences of allowing our cities to become the poorhouses of America had better be recognized while there is still time to avoid them."

Despite all these troubles and problems, there must be something very good, very compelling and very magnetic about our cities because year in and year out more and more people are flocking to live in or near them. America's whole population growth in the next generation will be concentrated in cities and their suburbs; by the year 2000 they will add something like 150 million more people. Just when our cities seem to be suffering from more troubles than ever before, they are in fact enjoying the greatest urban and suburban boom the world has ever known.

Thus the building and rebuilding of our cities becomes an enormous problem and an enormously exciting challenge—a far greater opportunity than if there were less need to do almost everything over, new and better.

To meet this challenge and seize this opportunity, our cities will need all the help they can get—from architects and planners, from the upper-income families who have fled to the suburbs to escape the cities' problems, from the state governments and from the federal government, of course.

All of us applaud and welcome the growing interest in urban problems shown by the federal government, but, alas, this interest is still finding expression more in words than in dollars. The federal government is busy casting itself in the role of the great benefactor of cities and the great subsidizer of urban improvement; but the hard fact is that the federal government takes many, many times more money out of our cities in taxes than it would dream of returning in subsidies. In 24 years the Housing and Home Finance Agency and its successor, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, has not kicked back to the cities a nickel of taxpayer money for housing and urban development; in every year but two, its receipts from insurance and other nontax sources have exceeded its expenditures. For fiscal years 1966 and 1967, HUD actually budgeted minus $100 million of tax money for housing and urban development. City dwellers pay most of the federal taxes, but the farmers still get back from Washington eight times as much money as the cities; by some calculations, 13 times as much. And most of the money the cities do get back is earmarked, not to ease the cities' present financial burdens but to encourage new
municipal spending by offering to share the increased cost of meeting responsibilities the cities are not yet meeting.

This is no time to think small about the money our cities will need. It will cost not billions but trillions of dollars to correct what is wrong with our central cities today, while they are doubling their metropolitan populations and their more-and-more affluent citizens are doubling their demands for better everything.

Between now and the year 2000, someone will have to put up close to $1,500 billion for new and renewal nonfarm housing alone (nearly half of it urban replacement housing); someone will have to put up at least another $1,000 billion for new and replacement commercial, industrial and utility construction; and someone will have to put up at least another $1,000 billion for all the new and better community facilities needed to go with the new and better housing: new streets, highways, parking; new and better schools and colleges; new park attractions, playgrounds, transportation; new smoke controls, sewers and sewage treatment, water supplies; hospitals, etc., etc., etc. (Metropolitan New York alone projects a need for 61 more college campuses for 1.3 million more students, 100 more hospitals with 45,000 more beds, etc.).

Over 33 years, the money needed to build and rebuild our cities twice as big and twice as good will average out to over $100 billion a year, and even in tomorrow’s far more affluent economy, it is just plain nonsense to hope that even half that annual amount will be provided by any government: national, state or local. Governments will be hard pressed to find enough tax money to meet the $30 billion-a-year need for more and better community facilities.

The rest can be found only by harnessing the profit motive, much more effectively than now, to urban renewal and urban improvement, and making as much as possible of this enormous enterprise attractive and profitable for the investment of private capital. Private capital will get its money’s worth only if we make good planning, good design and good building more profitable than bad. And it will be a lot easier to interest private capital in urban betterment if the local tax system is modified to encourage new construction and better land use, instead of (as now) penalizing improvements and subsidizing blight, slums and sprawl.

“Tomorrow’s cities can be designed to provide much greater efficiency, much greater joy and delight than people have any notion of,” says city planner Ballard.

Adds Mayor Naftalin: “Right now today few cities measure up to their greater opportunities for better living.”

And Mayor Maier: “We can and must make tomorrow’s city a far better place for its people. All our urban institutions must work together to make tomorrow’s city a place where each citizen will have a chance to achieve his own full potential in an atmosphere of freedom, opportunity, openness, community and, let us hope, culture.”

And ex-Parks Commissioner Hoving: “Cities should be much more fun for everybody—poor and rich alike.”

With our fast-growing affluence and our fantastically expanding technology, there is no earthly reason why American cities should have to be dull or ugly or dirty or polluted or traffic-choked or expensive to live and work in.

There is no reason why cities should sprawl far out beyond their boundaries to blight the countryside with leap-frogging and premature subdivision.

There is no reason why cities should let slums and other inadequate, obsolete or decrepit buildings clutter and pre-empt most of their good close-in locations.

There is no reason why our cities should waste most of their land, most of their streets, their...
parks, their open space, their waterfronts, their rooftops.

There is no reason why cities should waste most of the third dimension that could multiply their convenience and their livability at much less cost than sprawl.

There is no reason why people who like high-density living should not also enjoy open-space recreation quite near at hand, nor any reason why people who prefer low-density living should not enjoy it much closer to where they work and shop.

There is no reason why good urban planning should constantly be frustrated by obsolete political boundaries.

There is no reason why city governments should be kept too broke to make their services good and desirable instead of just cheap and tolerable.

There is no reason why our cities should not be good places to bring up children, with good schools and provision for safe outdoor play nearby.

There is no reason why our central cities should be abandoned to the poor and the disadvantaged, or why they should be stuck with so much more than their share of the problems of poverty and segregation.

There is no reason why all our thinking about cities and city living should lag 60 years behind our time.

Making our cities twice as livable for tomorrow's twice-as-big and twice-as-affluent urban populations will take a lot of money; it will take a lot of replanning, redesigning and rethinking—both thought and forethought.

But we are all agreed that tomorrow's city could, should and would offer its people far better, easier, healthier, more convenient living closer to where they work, shop and play, IF.

We are likewise agreed that tomorrow's city could, should and would offer its business far better and more profitable working conditions closer to bigger markets, closer to supporting services, and closer to more abundant and more specialized labor, IF:

If we accept the simple mathematical fact that for most people, urban living has to mean living close together, and if we focus our planning and spending on practical ways to make living close together more rewarding and less expensive.

If we stop looking backward and dreaming that tomorrow's urban life could be more like yesterday's village life, and relinquish the notion that low density is somehow better for everybody.

If we make good use of the new tools offered by today's fantastic new technologies—new tools so numerous that we can mention only two:

1. Airconditioning, which the ex-vice president of the National Association of Home Builders calls 'the greatest improvement for indoor living and indoor working since we brought the toilet indoors,' an improvement that makes cities as livable in summer as in winter.

2. The electronic elevator, which—almost unnoticed—is changing the potentials of urban living almost as much as the automobile.

If we make sure the city has a vibrant downtown to draw people and business from far and near to live, work, shop and have fun.

If we give some governmental agency the responsibility, the authority and the money needed to coordinate and make sense out of today's chaos of conflicting urban and suburban planning.

If we stop asking local government to pay costs that are not essentially local—costs that are borne by the central government in almost all other lands.

If we restructure our biggest cities as radiating clusters of high-density land use.

If we persuade or compel city people and city industry to stop trying to get something for nothing at other people's expense, i.e., stop trying to save a little of their own money by choking the city streets, polluting the city water, polluting the city air, etc.

If we harness the profit motive forward instead of backward to good land use and good planning, so private enterprise will find it profitable to assume, without subsidy, most of the cost of rebuilding our cities bigger and in every way better.

If we stop letting landowners make city living expensive by capitalizing, for their private profit, all the benefits of today's huge urban investment of other people's money.

If we stop waiting for massive state and federal aid before tackling all the little jobs that need doing first.

If we give more thought to making cities good places for rich and poor to live in and enjoy, and less thought to getting out of them.

If we can find a cure for the problems and costs of segregation and one-class neighborhoods.
Where the action is downtown means higher densities diversity multiuse

For people, this means living closer together to maximize their freedom of choice in housing, career and employment opportunities, direct personal contact and confrontation, meeting people and making more kinds of friends. This closeness also increases freedom of choice in places to shop, and places to pursue leisure-time cultural and recreational activity.

The more people who live close together, the greater their variety of choices should be and the greater their chance of being able to get what they choose to want. The more people who share the cost of each choice, the smaller its cost to any individual, and the greater the combined ability of the group to support cultural activities and special services they could not otherwise afford.

Some people like to live closer than others. Some people choose high density because they want to be closest to the center of urban life; people who work downtown have an added reason for living close to downtown. Other people choose lower density because time-saving is less important to them than having their own little half-acre; people who work in an outlying research center, university or factory have an added reason for living farther out.

But these differences are only differences in degree. Cliff dwellers and suburbanites alike are drawn to the city to enjoy advantages only close-in living can offer, and most suburbanites wish they could enjoy their kind of living without traveling so far each day to get it.

For business, minimizing the handicaps of distance means easy access to more abundant and more specialized labor, to a greater variety of supporting services, to government offices, to low-cost mass transportation, to supplies in greater volume and greater variety, and to more customers and bigger markets.

For business as for people, the consequence of closeness and concentration should be greater efficiency, greater economy and lower costs.

Some kinds of business have to locate closer to the center than others. Some must locate downtown for maximum access to markets, to clients, to supporting service or to a great variety of labor. Other kinds of business are more self-contained and so find it more profitable to trade maximum access for greater space—to accept less accessibility on the outskirts in order to get more space than they could afford at the center. Still others may find easy access to a freeway more important than easy access to downtown.

But once again, the difference is only one in degree. The advertising agency downtown and the factory in the suburbs are both drawn to the city for advantages only closeness can offer, and most suburban industry would relocate closer to the labor center and the transportation hub if closer-in land were cheaper.

The shape and pattern and density of our metropolitan areas are changing as cars and trucks lessen our urban dependence on mass transportation to a single center, and the telephone makes semipersonal contact fast and cheap over great distances. Motorized road transportation has made, is making and must continue to make an enormous contribution to ease and flexibility of urban movement and urban contacts. And it is no longer necessary to go to the transportation center for so many kinds of shopping, or to find employment in those kinds of industry that are least dependent on quick access to markets or supporting services (notably big factories).

But however their pattern may change, the reason and purpose of cities remains unchanged and unchangeable—the same today as in the railroad age, the canal-boat age, and the stagecoach age—to bring people and businesses together for ease and variety of access and contact.

Overcrowding is no problem at all on Park Avenue with up to 1000 people to the acre. Overcrowding had nothing to do with the explosion in Watts, where the density was not much more than 20 to the acre.

At the urban densities that command the highest rents from those best able to afford to live as they like (i.e., on New York's Park Avenue, Chi-
cago’s Gold Coast or San Francisco’s Nob Hill), there are only three US cities whose entire population could not live, work, shop, skate, swim, play tennis, worship, attend concerts and go to the movies on the 18,000 acres within three miles of the center, leaving all the land outside that three-mile circle for heavy manufacturing, golf courses, market gardening, low-density living and acre zoning.

For example and specifically: At the density proposed for New York’s new World Trade Center and Battery Park Addition, the biggest city’s whole population could live and work and shop and play in Manhattan Island and the close-in quarter of Brooklyn, leaving most of Brooklyn and all of Queens, the Bronx and Richmond for open space. At the density which tenants seem to like in Chicago’s Marina City, the whole population could live and work and shop and find plenty of recreation within two blocks of the Chicago River between Lake Michigan and the Merchandise Mart.

We are not suggesting that all our cities should be rebuilt for any such concentration. And most certainly we do not recommend that all the people of any big city should concentrate downtown, for many people would do better to live closer to some satellite density planned and developed around some activity that benefits from being near the city, but does not need to be right at the hub (such as a university, a big manufacturing plant or a shopping center).

Nevertheless, we think the simple geometric and mathematical facts about living close are important to remember. And we are all agreed that our cities should be planned for living and working as close together as is compatible with the other requirements of good business and the good life.

None of us is against low-density living with private outdoor space around each home. On the contrary, all of us wish people who want low-density living could enjoy it much closer to town than they can today, to save them the countless hours they now waste getting to and from their homes, and we all agree with landscape architect Halprin that “Low density offers people something that high density doesn’t, especially for families with young children.”

But we wish more people would face up to the obvious fact that as our urban population doubles, the only way to bring low density close in is to develop much higher density at the center, with much less land waste everywhere. Says city planner Ballard, “With rising population we will have to design our central cities to much higher densities to make any sense at all.” Mayor Naftalin adds, “The test is how we combine high density and low density.”

And almost all of us sympathize with the former AIA president who says, “Sprawl city—and by that I mean the great megalopolis spreading from Boston to Washington, from Pittsburgh to Milwaukee, from San Francisco to San Diego—is too wasteful because you duplicate your services, your streets, your utilities, all the civic functions people pay for in taxes. You spread them out thin; you use up your land. In the process you destroy the countryside and waste our heritage.”

If the No. 1 reason and purpose for cities is to maximize the advantages of closeness and overcome the handicaps created by distance, it follows that sprawl is the direct denial of that reason and purpose.

Two generations of urban Americans have been obsessed, bewitched, dazzled and blinded by the outward explosion touched off by the automobile, which made millions of outlying acres
newly accessible and deflated the price of close-in land by temporarily lifting the pressure to maximize its use.

Ninety years ago, the limit on urban spread depended upon how long it took to get to work by foot or by carriage. Sixty years ago the limit had been doubled, defined by how long it took to get to work by foot and train or trolley. Thirty years ago the spread limit had doubled again, to how long it took to drive to work on streets laid out for horse-drawn traffic. Today the spread limit has doubled once again, and now depends upon how long it takes to drive to work with an assist from our multibillion-dollar expressways.

We have been so obsessed with this two-dimensional explosion that we have given far too little thought to the third dimension. Average building height in every city except New York and Chicago is still only about two stories; average ground coverage is still only about 15 percent; in some central cities, nearly half the ground is preempted by streets and parking lots. Many municipal costs per family are multiplied as the urban radius sprawls farther and farther out; average families spend more than half as much money on their cars as they spend to eat, and almost two-thirds as much as they spend to own or rent their homes; and millions of workers spend a quarter as much time getting to and from their jobs as they spend actually working.

Making today's urban area twice as big horizontally for tomorrow's twice-as-big urban population would be impossibly costly in dollars, intolerably costly in wasted land, unbearably costly in added travel time to and from work and to and from open-space recreation. Doubling their area by growing up instead of out would cost far less and add only seconds instead of minutes to everybody's travel time.

Whether we like it or not, most urban growth in the next 30 years will have to be up, not out. The problem is not whether we would like to grow upward, but how to grow upward in a way everybody would like.

Even sprawling Los Angeles is finally learning this simple lesson and building three times as many new apartments as single-family detached homes; even in suburbia, the trend from coast to coast is to two-story houses instead of one.

Today's greatest land waste is not the vacant lots and underused acreage of suburban sprawl. It is our failure to put more high-value, close-in land to more than one use, on more than one level. For example, in Chicago only half the land inside the downtown Loop is profitably rented above the retail level, and right beside the Loop, land enough for half a million people to live and work and play on is used only for railroad yards that would better be covered over. Los Angeles actually squanders nearly a quarter of its downtown on single-level parking.

People and cars and dogs and signs and lights crowd into the center city. The action happens on a number of levels, figuratively and literally, as at Marina City and Reston. As land gets scarcer, air rights assume more importance, and architects plan latter-day Ponte Vecchios and give old candy factories a face-lift. But with any kind of luck, the city dweller can still find a little bit of space to rest his feet, walk his dog, buy a drink, or watch the girls in their summer dresses.
Architects, planners, builders and civic officials were all too slow to grasp the full significance of two great changes:

1. Today's high-speed automatic elevators make vertical transportation much quicker, cheaper and more convenient than horizontal and
2. Whereas most products can be used only once at a time, the new economy of vertical transportation makes it possible to use land simultaneously as often as a hundred times, with each repeated use apt to be more desirable than the use below (i.e., with the highest floors commanding some of the highest rents). The lower levels are best for stores, parking, schools and other places of assembly, but the upper floors are much more valuable for offices and apartments.

Just because land has been used once for a railroad yard is no reason why it cannot be used again for a sports arena or an office building or an apartment or all three. Land used once for a store on the lower floors can be used again for a residential hotel. Land used once for a block-size parking garage can also be used for a block-size city park. A school building site can be used again for a football field on the roof.

Now, at last, architects, planners and developers are beginning to correct this multibillion-dollar waste by learning the economics and applying the economics of horizontally stratified land use. They would have stopped the waste sooner had it not been subsidized by today's ubiquitous practice of underassessing and undertaxing underused land. Chicago's Loopside railroad yards and Los Angeles' one-level parking lots would have been built over for multiple use long ago had they been taxed at more nearly their potential multilevel land-use value, instead of a fraction of their actual single-level value.

Twenty years ago, examples of stratified land use were hard to find, except that in nonprestige neighborhoods people "lived above the store." New York had an office building built over a church; Chicago had a church perched on top of an office building. Chicago had the Merchandise Mart and New York had a dozen luxury apartments and the Waldorf-Astoria sitting over the New York Central tracks; New York had one luxury apartment with a small swimming pool and two tennis courts in the basement. Cincinnati had a new hotel terraced on top of a department store.

But now the change is coming with a rush. New York is tearing down its monumental Penn Station to make room for a new below-ground ter-
minal under a new sports arena and a new office building; covering the Pennsylvania yards with an office building wrapped around a terminal warehouse; and getting set to recover the land cost of new schools by letting private builders erect high-rise apartments above them. Washington is wrapping high-rent offices around parking garages that occupy otherwise hard-to-rent interior space and seeking free land for public housing over new expressways. Philadelphia is running pedestrian malls block after block below street level. Bartlesville has a Frank Lloyd Wright tower—half apartments, half offices.

Chicago offers the outstanding example of stratification’s potential in Marina City, which puts 40 stories of apartments on top of 20 stories of parking on top of two levels for shopping on top of a marina for 200 pleasure boats, all integrated with 16 floors of offices, a theater, bowling alleys, tennis courts and a swimming pool, thereby setting a precedent that New York, Denver, Pittsburgh and San Francisco have been quick to follow. Hartford has bridged two avenues to create a three-city-block open plaza, two stories up on the roofs of the street-level stores, banks and garages. Apartments in many cities are including swimming pools and other recreation in space that would otherwise be wasted. And most cities are beginning (not always wisely) to require off-street parking under all new high-rise buildings, even in areas where more parking facilities can only serve to bring in more cars and create more congestion.

Examples of multilevel, multipurpose reuse of the land are still too few, but the trend is obvious and the potential for making high densities much more pleasant, more efficient, more economical and more convenient is enormously exciting.

Examples of multilevel, multipurpose reuse of the land are still too few, but the trend is obvious and the potential for making high densities much more pleasant, more efficient, more economical and more convenient is enormously exciting.

This exciting potential includes the much broader use of many devices, such as:

- arcaded sidewalks to permit wider downtown streets
- decked-over streets to create pedestrian malls between one-floor-up shop windows
- nursery and primary school classrooms, daycare and babysitting centers built into every high-density apartment block (already standard practice in Russia)
- coed bachelor apartment houses with swimming pools and other recreational centers on the lower floors, to solve that most urgent middle-income urban problem—boy meets girl, girl meets boy
- outdoor play and recreation space high above the streets, either on the rooftops, on an open floor or in interior courts built over street-to-street lower levels
- underground sidewalks running for blocks, as in Rockefeller Center
- ample off-street loading facilities replacing the almost-unrentable ground floor under central-city loft buildings (like New York’s now-almost-impassable garment center)
- highways decked over railroad and rapid transit rights-of-way.

Whenever land is put to stratified multipurpose use, human activities should get top priority on light and air; service functions should go underground (as in Victor Gruen’s revolutionary plan for rescuing downtown Fort Worth).

The essence of urbanism is variety, and only a vibrant night-and-day “downtown” (i.e., center of urban life) can provide and support the variety of shopping, services, contacts, job opportunities and culture and recreation needed to make the city a magnet, drawing people and business from far and near. Without such a magnet, there is no good enough reason for people to want to live in the city instead of outside. And without such a magnet, it will be difficult, perhaps impossible, to persuade enough middle-class families to return from the suburbs to the central city.

Downtown variety needs thousands of people to support it; it takes great variety to bring in thousands of people. The bigger the crowds, the greater the variety they can support; the greater the variety, the bigger the crowds. To support this maximum variety, downtown needs people not just 9 to 5, but all day long and far into the night; and it helps to have people living and sleeping close in, as they do in most of the cities whose downtowns have the strongest pull: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Denver, New Orleans, Washington, Boston and Philadelphia. The more
attractions downtown can offer, the more people will want to live close; the more people who live close, the easier it will be for downtown to support more attractions, night and day.

The more compact downtown is kept, the easier it will be for more people to take advantage of its variety for business and pleasure. The easier downtown is to get to, the less pull it will need to draw people in, and the farther it will pull from.

A strong downtown magnet is well worth spending money to create, if the city has none. It is well worth spending money to preserve and strengthen, if such a magnet is already present and pulling. But there is a limit to how much public money should be spent to protect the real estate investment in pre-Depression buildings, in what used to be—but no longer is—the heart of town.

Downtown is not a location; it is an activity; it is where the action and variety are today—not necessarily where the action and variety used to be. New York’s Wall Street area has not been a true downtown since before the Civil War. Today it is just a high-rent, one-purpose satellite in an off-center location, miles from the nearest railroad station, bus terminal or airport connection; miles from the shopping center, the amusement center, the cultural center and the fastest-growing commercial center. Likewise, what calls itself downtown Los Angeles has not yet been remade into a true downtown, even though the multimillion-dollar public investment in expressways has made it the easiest-to-reach spot in that hard-to-find-yourself-anywhere metropolis, and even though the multimillion-dollar investment in new office buildings shows promise of making it once again the business center.

Says architect Gruen: “In Los Angeles, if you want to find the best hotel, you don’t go downtown. If you want to see a first-run movie, you never go downtown. If you want quality and variety of merchandise, you never shop downtown, for the stores there are just a shabby second-rate shopping center, catering to the low-income areas south and east. Everything connected with the better way of life has moved away. Until just recently, Los Angeles downtown has been supported mostly by the huge civic center, which employs 10,000 people on the public payroll, and by the political lawyers and financial lawyers and the like who feel they must stay close to the seat of government.”

As for New York’s Wall Street, there are no big stores there, for stores cannot live on the lunch-hour trade; there are almost no restaurants there other than quick lunches, for restaurants cannot prosper on one meal a day. There are no hotels there, no theaters, no movies; even the aquarium is gone; and after 6 p.m. and on weekends there are almost no people.

A more chaotic chaos would be hard to dream up than the chaos over what government should do what, and what government should pay for what, to meet our urban needs.

Responsibility is divided horizontally four ways between local, county, state and federal government. It is divided vertically scores and sometimes hundreds of ways, first between the central city government and all the surrounding town and village governments, and then again between all these governments and a still greater proliferation of special tax districts, administrations and authorities—bridge authorities, park authorities, water districts, sewer districts, fire districts, school districts, library districts, garbage districts, hospital districts, etc. Within the local governments, authority is often divided still further, with the school board going its own way to spend more money than anyone else. In Washington the same confusion is repeated. Both the Senate and the House scatter responsibility for urban affairs legislation among half a dozen uncoordinated committees. Fifty different federal agencies are now working on the problem of water supply and water pollution (up from 25 found by the Hoover Commission in 1955). Grants for urban renewal come from one department, grants for roads come from another, grants for pollution control from a third. The Interior Department is spending $25 million to preserve and beautify the historic heart of Philadelphia, but the millions of dollars needed to cover over the expressway that will cut it off from the river will have to come (or not come) from the Commerce Department.

No city government collects anywhere near enough money of its own to take on the whole job.
of coping with all problems that confront it. One reason no city government has enough money is that few states let the cities collect enough taxes, even if they want to. The second reason is that few cities like to collect any more taxes than they have to; they would rather get grants-in-aid from the states or from Washington. The third reason is that most cities are afraid to raise taxes for fear of speeding the exodus of industry. The fourth reason is that the cities’ only exclusive revenue source is the property tax, and most states make their cities collect most of their property taxes, not on land (which is undertaxed) but on improvements (which are already so overtaxed that the tax inhibits even some of the most needed improvements). The fifth (and perhaps the biggest) reason is that in this country, local government is stuck with enormous costs that in other countries are paid as a matter of course by the central government, so, paradoxically, the local tax burden in most cities is too high even though the tax take is too low!

One result of keeping city governments poor is that too few city services are good enough. A second is that few suburbs want to be annexed to cities that can’t afford good schools and other top-grade services. The third result is the proliferation of special tax districts to pay for services the cities have no money to provide (Los Angeles has 246 of them). Fourth, cities are afraid to raise more taxes even if they could, for fear of driving still more people and businesses to tax havens in the suburbs. Fifth, many industries are moving to suburban tax havens anyhow. Finally, the sixth result is that nobody can tell just who is responsible for what. Schools, for example, are paid for partly by the local school district, partly by the state, a little by Washington, with the state setting the standards, the local authorities picking the teachers and the federal government decreeing the racial balance. Streets and highway costs are split four ways, and the city cannot control how new state and federal highways cut them up. (Says the past president of the AIA, “We rip our cities with motorways and delude ourselves that we are doing it in the name of progress.”) Too many in-city expressways are allowed to split neighborhoods like a Chinese Wall; even depressed roadways like Detroit’s divide the two sides like a river.

Modern America is a society of consumers, and conspicuous consumption leaves an ugly residue around and through the city—beer cans, rusting cars, polluted streams, all seen through a miasma of smog.

line with today’s realities by annexation, by metropolitan federation or otherwise. All of us agree that the tax limitations and tax policies forced on our cities are archaic and should be corrected.

Too many planners today are planning at cross purposes. Highway planners plan new roads and new interchanges with too little regard for the way they destroy neighborhoods and cut cities to pieces, and how many families they dislocate. City planners plan for urban growth while suburban planners too often plan to block it by large-lot zoning. Suburbs want upper-income families planned in, factory workers planned out, city money planned in, city problems planned out. New York’s bridge authority plans $21,000 per car to bring more cars into a city already halfflal paralyzed by too many cars which nobody plans to park. San Francisco’s Bay area plans a billion-dollar transit system that is sure to force rebuilding everything near each station, but nobody plans what to rebuild. Neighboring Oakland and Berkeley each make great plans so uncoordinated that they leave streets dead-ending at the city...
line; plans that would put Oakland's heaviest in-
dustry right next to Berkeley's waterfront park.
And the minute any plan starts taking shape,
speculators too often double its cost by skyrock-
eting the price of land needed to carry it out.
"Good land planning is impossible in the face of
land speculation," is the dismal dictum from the
International Housing Center in Rotterdam.
Getting anything done about good plans is diffi-
cult and discouraging at best. It is doubly diffi-
cult and discouraging in urban America, where it
is next to impossible for any government or gov-
ernment agency to get the clearly recognized re-
ponsibility, authority or money needed to co-
ordinate scores and hundreds of conflicting plans
and see that a coordinated plan is carried out.
Perhaps the worst consequence of today's
chaos and confusion over what level of govern-
ment should do what is this: The federal govern-
ment is being asked to get involved in a lot of
local problems that could better be handled lo-
cally, while the local governments are being
forced to pay a lot of not-really-local costs they
cannot afford.
One big reason so many city governments are
too poor to pay their full part in making their
cities pleasant for people and profitable for busi-
ness is that, in the US, most of the cost of public
education is charged to local government (some-
times the city itself; sometimes the school dis-
trict). These costs were small enough for local
government to carry when few children went
beyond eighth grade, and schooling meant mostly
the three Rs; they are now far too heavy to charge
against the revenues traditionally reserved for
local government (i.e., the property tax), and they
will soon redouble.
The United States is almost the only country
on earth where the central government does not
pay all the costs of free public education.
So instead of saying that our state and federal
governments are helping our local governments
pay for schools that are a local responsibility, it
might be more correct to say that our local gov-
ernments are crippling themselves financially to
help our central governments pay for schools,
whose support should be the responsibility of the
central government.
A second reason why our city governments are
too poor to make their local services good is that
the local property tax is still being tapped for
many of the costs of poverty and many of the
costs required by today's much-more-generous
spending for poor relief. These costs are set by
state and federal policy, and most of us think they
should all be paid out of state and federal taxes.
Urban poverty is now concentrated in the central
cities, so Professor Netzer's research for the
Brookings Institution states flatly that "Before
the tax differential between cities and suburbs
can be erased, the cost of poverty services will
have to be taken off the back of the property tax."
Poverty and education are not local problems
or local responsibilities in the same sense, or to
anything like the same degree, that police and fire
protection, water supply, garbage collection, sew-
age disposal, parks and playgrounds, local streets,
off-street parking, suburban commutation and
urban mass transportation are local problems and
local responsibilities. Half the people on relief in
almost every city and half the ward patients in
the city hospitals came there from somewhere
else; half the children in the city schools came
from somewhere else and will grow up to work
somewhere else.
The director of the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations stated it: "Because
welfare and educational programs have lost their
essentially local character and have acquired crit-
ical importance for the well-being of state and
nation, they should no longer be left to the vicis-
situdes of local boundaries, the geographic dis-
tribution of taxable properties, the policy leanings
of tax assessors, or even the political courage of
local governing boards."
Poverty and education now account for more
than 60 percent of all local government spending.
They cost local government more than all the
revenue now provided by the only revenue source
reserved for local government—the property tax.
If these not-primarily-local poverty and educa-
tion costs were all paid by the state and federal
governments that call the tune for them, our local
governments would have plenty of money of their
own to cover all their own, strictly local costs
and make all their own local services good with-
out sending their mayors to the state capital or to
Washington, hat in hand, to beg for subsidies.
The first rule of good management is to fix
responsibility (including financial responsibility)
where it belongs. Instead of asking the state and
federal governments to subsidize strictly local
costs like parks and sewage disposal, it might be much wiser to ask the state and federal governments to face up to their own primary responsibilities—the states on education, the national government for poverty. With some 60 percent of the property tax load thus removed, cities and counties could pick up the difference and meet their own clearly local responsibilities.

Shifting the basic cost of education to the states would not necessarily require giving the states any more control over local schools than they now exercise, and communities that want better schools than the statewide standard could still afford to supplement what the state was willing to spend.

Living close requires more, rather than less, willingness to cooperate, to share the cost instead of trying to get away with something for nothing at somebody else’s expense (usually the taxpayer’s). The implications are enormous. For instance:

Industries, utilities and apartments should not expect to hold down their own costs by pouring tons of soot and garbage ash into the air to fall on somebody else’s property, for someone else to pay for cleaning up. (In New York, this cleaning bill is officially estimated at $500 million a year; almost as much each year as it would cost to put smoke control devices on all the city’s garbage incinerators and factory and utility chimneys.)

Towns and factories should not expect to save money by pouring untreated sewage and waste into our streams for someone else to purify for reuse.

Drivers should not expect to foul up traffic by parking free or cheaply at other taxpayers’ expense, on land priced up to $100 a square foot. As long as motorists can park free, or almost free, on busy streets, how can we expect them to pay by the hour for off-street parking?

If the primary reason for cities is to minimize the handicaps of distance and maximize the advantages of easy access, it is almost unbelievably foolish to subsidize traffic congestion by letting parked cars cut four-lane roadways down to two.

Transit riders should not expect to ride long distances for a fraction of the cost, by getting the city to subsidize most of the fare.* (But all of us recognize that as long as commuting to the cities by expressway gets a subsidy running as high as 10 cents a car-mile, mass transportation will also have to be subsidized. It is much cheaper to subsidize mass transportation than to subsidize driving to work at the present scale.)

Most notoriously, upper-income commuters should not expect the state or federal government to subsidize their flight to the suburbs by paying half the cost of their commutation.

Urban landowners should not be allowed to get rich by getting other taxpayers to pay the cost of all the public facilities without which their land would be good only for market gardening, and not much good at that.

We all sympathize with the cities’ money problems; we all agree that the cities need money relief from state and federal governments.

But too many of our cities’ money problems are of their own making. Cities would need less money help from above if they could screw up their courage to stop subsidizing obsolescence, blight and sprawl by undertaxing valuable underused land, and subsidizing water waste, traffic jams, air pollution and water pollution by farbelow-cost user charges. We could get much better cities much sooner if our cities would just stop subsidizing their worst faults.

The purpose of cities is to maximize the citizens’ freedom of choice, but that does not mean citizens should be free to do as they choose at somebody else’s expense (specifically, that of other taxpayers). Most of us think the best way to let people decide for themselves what they want and what they don’t want is to let the market govern their choice, by letting them pay for it.

People who choose to drive to work should be willing to pay what it costs to park their cars. People who choose to burn their garbage should be willing to pay for adequate smoke-control devices; industries which choose to dump industrial waste into our streams should be willing to pay the cost of first purifying their own waste; landowners who want a neighborhood park which would increase the value of their property should be willing to pay an annual assessment to buy the land. (This neighborhood assessment policy is one big reason why Minneapolis citizens enjoy the best neighborhood park system in America.)

---

*Panelist Gruen dissents. Says he: "Mass transit is such an essential city service that it should not just be cheap; it should be free, like the sewers. And this would save all the money now wasted collecting fares, which can run more than a quarter of the total cost of the transit system."
Getting there isn't half the fun • parking problems • mass transit • commuters

Metropolitan New York will have more than 30 million population within a generation; metropolitan Los Angeles will reach 15 to 20 million.

Small cities can and should be centered around a single high-density hub, but big cities must inevitably be structured or restructured as close-in clusters of high density, radiating from a still-higher-density hub, for obvious and complementary reasons.

There is no reason why low-density land users such as one-floor factories or suburban shopping centers should pay for central-city space. These land users benefit by being near the urban center but need not be right in it, for they are largely self-contained, i.e., they do not need maximum access to supporting services, markets, diversified labor, etc. (Central-city colleges should adapt themselves to central-city land use in compact buildings like those around them.)

There is no reason why assembly-line workers, shopping center customers, etc., should travel all the way downtown 200 times a year. For them it is much more efficient and economical to relocate their destination closer to where they live.

Low-density land use in a maximum-density center defeats the whole purpose of the center. There is no reason why lawyers or admen, for example, should have to waste time crossing a ruralistic college campus to reach a client's office.

Each of tomorrow's clustered satellites should combine good high-density living at the center with good low-density living between satellites. Each should make multilevel, multipurpose use of its most central land. Each should have a quick and economical connection to downtown by highway and/or mass transit. Each should include as great a variety of shopping, services and amenities as its area can support (but obviously this local variety will seldom be anywhere near as great as the variety made possible in downtown, which has the whole metropolitan area to draw on and serve).

Recognizing the need of high-density cluster development close in, Paris is planning six new suburban centers, each with 250,000 to 400,000 population, with a strong regional government overall. This French scheme of high-density subcenters close in is almost the direct antithesis of the not-too-successful British attempt to grow low-density, garden city "new towns" far out beyond the green belt. It follows quite closely the precedent set in Sweden, where Stockholm has already built two close-in model satellites, Vallingby and Farsta, both within nine miles of the center. Now New York's Regional Plan proposes rationalizing the metropolitan sprawl around 12 suburban subcenters, each of which will soon have a million people living within a 10 mile radius.

Sometimes whole new towns like Baltimore's Columbia and Washington's Reston will be needed. More often, existing centers (like Newark, New Brunswick, New Rochelle, Yonkers, Jamaica and White Plains around New York) will have to provide the nucleus for tomorrow's clustering satellites, for the costs of starting a brand new town are staggering. People hesitate to move there until jobs and shops are ready; shops and jobs try to wait for people; and the developer of a medium-size town may well have to sink $60 million before he turns his first profit.

Brand new towns can profit by one great advantage: They can be coherently planned to offer
better living in tomorrow's world than older communities handicapped by having "just grewed" to meet yesterday's needs.

But—to those who would sponsor new towns or new suburban centers, we offer these three bits of caution and criticism:

• Too many of today's new towns are too far out to give people easy access to the variety only the central city can provide. And each passing year makes it harder and costlier to assemble a big enough acreage close enough in.

• Too many (if not all) of today's new towns are planned just to siphon off what is best in the central city, leaving behind all the problems like poverty and segregation. The greater the success achieved in this escapist maneuver, the greater the danger that the new towns will destroy themselves, by destroying the central city on which they must all depend for many essential services and attractions.

• Too many of today's new centers are planned too small, and will soon be a mess. For example, the Northland Shopping Center on Detroit's city line was such an outstanding success that what was planned for a million square feet of stores is now 1.4 million, and around it has grown a whole new urban complex of high-density apartments, hotels, laboratories, restaurants and even Detroit's only legitimate summer theater—all requiring parking and sitting in a lake of parking five times as big as the building it surrounds. People living in the high-rise apartments can see the shopping center nearby, but they cannot get there on foot because they find it unbearable to walk through these vast parking areas and cross the multiline highways constructed to make the center accessible.

This development now sprawls over 450 acres. It could have been achieved with much greater convenience and economy on a hundred acres, if only the planners of Northland could have foreseen what a magnet their model shopping center would be and had had the means to implement that foresight.

As for new cities (as distinct from new towns), all of us think they are a fine idea, for there is a limit to how much population today's metropolitan areas can accommodate pleasantly, and how much industry they can accommodate efficiently. When, as and if a new city is built, we hope it will escape all the mistakes our older cities have made. But the hard fact is that no new community big enough to be called a city is being built and only one is being planned; and Bill Levitt, who ought to know, says it will require at least a billion dollars to finance the development of a new city of 100,000 population.

Big old cities like New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Chicago, tightly structured by railroads and mass transit, find it hard and perhaps impossible to adjust to the street parking needs of the automobile. Whether New York elects to spend another $21,000 per car for new approaches to bring more cars into lower Manhattan, there is no room on the streets for more cars, and no parking space off the streets for them, and the more people who come in by car, the more people who decide just to stay out to avoid the congestion.

Conversely, new cities, loosely structured by the automobile, will find it hard and perhaps impossible to adjust to reliance on mass transit, which is efficient only if many thousands of people want to get to a reasonably small number of destinations from a reasonably small number of points of origin. Los Angeles shelved its mass-transit plans when a traffic survey showed 230 points of destination, some of them spread over a three-mile diameter and few of them important enough to justify track-bound transportation to reach them.

In Washington, Gruen's transit survey for the National Capital Planning Commission projected a need of first restructuring the District around a dozen new urban subcenters at the major stations of the proposed transit system, each incorporating a bus terminal and a big parking garage to make the station an easy point of interchange from other means of transportation, and each providing the incentive for a 150-acre high-density development incorporating housing, retailing, cultural entertainment and employment facilities.

Meanwhile, the Bay area around San Francisco is going ahead regardless, with an $800 million, 75-mile mass transit project that could have some startling results. For one thing, it will give landowners around the 30 stations a windfall profit of more than $600 million, i.e., an unearned increment that could (but won't) be recaptured to pay...
off the entire cost of the system. (Most of the cost of the Erie Canal 140 years ago was paid off by a special tax on the lands whose value it multiplied.)

BART will also start a building boom around each station that could, for example, rebuild San Francisco's Market Street 30 stories high, with something like an eight-square-block platform providing direct access to 2 million square feet of office space and shopping. (Nothing so coherent will happen, because no one is planning for it.)

Some kind of subcentered restructuring will probably be necessary anyhow to make big cities livable as they redouble their population, but it is foolish to think mass transit can replace the private car (especially on the periphery), or that any single means of transportation can meet all the needs of tomorrow's big cities. The Bay area transit system is not expected to absorb more than 10 percent of the trips now taken by auto. Says economist Wheaton: "People accustomed to the convenience of driving direct to their destination will take a lot of persuading before they will walk to a bus, bus to rail transit, ride to their station, and then bus and finally walk again to where they want to get." But others cite examples in New York, Chicago and Philadelphia where better mass transportation has brought thousands of commuters back to the rails.

Moving jobs to the outskirts is no cure-all for highway congestion in commuter hours, for there is no use expecting people to make nearness to their jobs the No. 1 consideration in choosing where to live. In New York thousands of commuters from Westchester ride the subway from Grand Central to Wall Street, passing on their way thousands of commuters from Staten Island and Brooklyn who work near Grand Central. In Los Angeles, thousands from the valley jam the freeways on their way to work in Orange County and vice versa. Almost everywhere, morning and evening rush hours find some freeways traffic-jammed in both directions.

The bigger the city, the bigger the cost of putting primary reliance on automobiles to handle the commuter rush. A three-lane expressway, costing up to $95 million a mile, can carry no more workers to their jobs in an hour than a single seven-car train, and New York's estimate of $21,000 for the capital cost for bringing in one more commuter car is exceeded by Washington's $23,000. Neither figure includes any money for adding more parking facilities, though each added mile of expressways requires seven times as much space to park the cars it brings in. Already parking lots and local streets give over to the automobile 54 percent of the downtown area in Atlanta, 50 percent in Los Angeles, 40 percent in Boston, 44 percent in Denver.

Sooner or later—and we hope sooner—most big cities will have to work out their own new balanced solution to their traffic and transportation problems. This solution will almost certainly involve some return to much more use of man's original means of locomotion: walking. It will also involve much more reliance on high-speed vertical transportation, and wide acceptance of moving sidewalks and the revolutionary new low-cost systems for automated mass transit that are already well past the design stage. It will also reflect some equally revolutionary but still visionary changes in cars and trucks.

In many cities, traffic and transportation will probably entail keeping cars off some of the busiest streets and reserving them for pedestrians, as in Gruen's very successful reshaping of downtown Fresno, California.

The suburban shopping center—mecca for the affluent society—can be a nice place to visit, but it's literally hell on wheels getting there. Some communities try to cope with cars by arbitrarily excluding them from downtown and creating "pedestrian malls." Others try banning on-street parking—except for the exceptions.
One part of the realty tax is the tax on improvements. The other is the tax on the unimproved value of the land on which the improvement stands. It would be hard to imagine two taxes whose impacts on urban development are more different.

Heavy taxes on improvements are bound to discourage, delay or even deter owners from making improvements; the bigger the improvement tax, the smaller the owner's incentive to spend good money to improve his property, instead of investing the money somewhere else or putting it to some other use.

Contrariwise, heavy taxes on unimproved land values (more correctly, location values, or perhaps still more correctly, location values) tend to encourage, speed or sometimes even compel improvements. The bigger the land tax, the bigger the leverage on owners of underused property to do something to increase its earning power—or sell it to someone who will.

Heavy taxes on improvements are bound to lower the supply and raise the cost and rent for improvements, but land taxes heavy enough to bring more land on the market are bound to lower the price of land.

The dualism of property was recognized by the classical economists, and few students now question the conclusion reached long ago by Turgot and Adam Smith that taxes on unimproved land values cannot be passed on (except under rent control, which survives only in New York State), so it is nonsense to suggest that heavier taxes on the land under slum properties would make the poor people who live in slum buildings pay more rent.

Almost all of us agree with the conclusion reached by Dr. Netzer's research for the Brookings Institution that "the present property tax tends to discourage investment in new construction and rehabilitation. A change to the site-value tax will encourage building and rehabilitation.... Heavy taxation of land values would increase substantially the holding costs of land, and thus encourage more intensive utilization." More than two-thirds of today's property tax now falls on the improvement, less than one-third on the land. So shifting the whole weight of a 3 percent-of-true-value property level to the site would require a 10 percent rate on the land to produce the same revenue.

Nothing less than a 10 percent rate would be adequate to make the owners of underused land release it when it is needed for more intensive use, instead of holding it off the market waiting for higher and higher prices. And with the federal government absorbing more than half the local levy as a tax deduction, and the present euphoric expectation that land prices will continue to soar 15 percent a year compounded, many believe that the land-tax rate would have to be even higher than 10 percent to be effective.

If we want private enterprise to make its maximum contribution to rebuilding our cities bigger and better, it is foolish to penalize and discourage that contribution by overtaxing improvements. As all bankers can figure, but too few tax men seem to realize, a 3 percent-of-true-value tax on improvements actually costs improvers almost as much as a 50 percent sales tax paid off on the installment plan over 60 years at 5 percent interest. And it should be obvious to everybody that, in an
economy where every business decision must first be checked against its tax consequences, the equivalent of a 50 percent sales tax can be a mighty powerful and effective deterrent.

An improvement tax like Boston's 6.1 percent-of-true-value is the installment plan equivalent of a 10 percent sales tax, and such a levy can make improvements so unprofitable that even prime building sites will have a negative value (i.e., be worth less than nothing). So the only way Boston could induce Prudential Insurance to pay $3.7 million for 28 prime Back Bay acres for Prudential Center was to cut the maximum tax on new buildings to about half the tax on existing structures—a concession worth much more than $3.7 million to Prudential. No other industry's products—except liquor and tobacco—are taxed as heavily as the building industry's product.

If we want to get rid of slums, it is foolish to subsidize them by assessing and taxing slum properties only half or a third as heavily as good housing with the same market value (i.e., by tying the land assessment to the building assessment and assessing the land as almost worthless because the building on it is almost worthless, instead of assessing the land high because the location could be valuable if put to a better use). In the words of New York City's 1961 adviser on housing and urban renewal: "No amount of code enforcement or tenement rehabilitation can keep pace with slum formation unless and until the profit is taken out of slums by taxation." Almost all of us agree with the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, which found that "state and local governments have failed to make maximum use of the enormous potential inherent in the property tax for either the prevention or the cure of poor housing and other blight conditions. In fact, since today's property tax is based mostly on the value of the improvements, those who permit their property to deteriorate, reducing area property values, are rewarded with lower property taxes. Landlords who enhance the value of their property have their assessments raised."

If we want to speed up the replacement of obsolete buildings such as now pre-empt most of the land in and around most central business districts, it is foolish to keep them standing and profitable by taxing not only the aging buildings but also the land under them, less and less as the buildings get older and more and more rundown. Tract-by-tract research conducted by the Urban Land Institute, with the cooperation of the Milwaukee tax commissioner, showed that it would be profitable for private enterprise, without any subsidy, to tear down and replace practically all the obsolete buildings downtown if the property tax were all on the valuable land they cover, so the tax burden on the replacement would not be many times heavier than the tax burden on the relic. Says Professor Gaffney, who conducted the research: "Today's property-tax practice is slowing down the replacement of obsolete structures by 20 to 30 years."

One very big reason so many cities are in trouble downtown is that they "grewed" like Topsy without, at the same time, cleaning out the decay of age at the center.

The horses and carriages of our grandfather's day are gone with the wind, along with the cobblestone streets, trolley cars, steam trains and coal stoves, but most of the buildings our grandparents knew are still standing today. Nearly a third of all the people of Manhattan still live in railroad flats that were banned before 1900, and these slums are so underassessed and undertaxed that it has cost an average of $466,000 an acre to buy them up for demolition!

Too often, renewal has come too late. Too many cities have let old buildings stand so long that their neighborhood has died around them. St. Louis is not the only city whose core is ringed with rubble because it waited too long for the bulldozer to force a renewal that should have gone on year by year and piece by piece while the area was still alive.

If we want to minimize suburban sprawl and stop blighting the countryside with premature subdivision, it is foolish to assess and tax pressure to release their land at a reasonable price when it is needed for orderly urban growth. Too many assessors seem to confuse the property tax with the income tax; they assess valuable land far below its asking price as long as it is producing no income. On Long Island, idle land priced at $20,000 an acre is commonly assessed as low as $500 an acre.

If we want to lessen the cost of slum clearance, it is almost unbelievably foolish to inflate the price of land needed for urban renewal by undertaxation. Once again, consider how New York has had to pay an average of $486,000 an acre for the slum properties condemned and demolished for
public housing. One reason for these high prices is the low tax these properties had been paying. At land costs like that, how can anyone expect private enterprise to provide good housing for low- or even middle-class families without enormous subsidies?

If we want to check the land-price inflation that threatens to price good new homes out of the market, it is foolish to subsidize that inflation by assessing and taxing land lightly, and then penalize the homebuyer who has just paid too much for his land, by taxing him too much on his house. Since 1954, while all other homebuilding costs have been held steady or actually lowered, land costs have been soaring 15 percent a year compounded, and before the 1966 tight-money crisis, a three-to-one majority of homebuilders voted this their most urgent problem.

 Likewise, if we want to make low-density living possible closer to downtown, it is foolish to subsidize the waste of central-city land by undertaxation. The Urban Land Institute research referred to before showed that full utilization of the land within three or four miles of the center of Milwaukee would satisfy most of the demand that is now proliferating sprawl, thereby making land available for low density less than half as far out as now.

If we want to hold down the cost of municipal services, it is foolish to undertax underused urban land and so encourage sprawl right inside the city limits, for almost all these costs—water supply, sewage disposal, garbage collection, streets, fire protection, police protection, as well as gas, electricity, telephone connections and other utilities—are multiplied by distance.

In brief, there is hardly an urban problem today that is not aggravated by today’s practice of undertaxing land and overtaxing improvements.

State governments must take much of the blame for the undertaxation of land and the overtaxation of improvements, for most states presently compel cities to apply the same tax rate to land as to improvements, and most states condone the practice of assessing land half as heavily as improvements.

The states must take full responsibility for the shocking proliferation of suburban tax shelters, where the tax rate is sometimes only one-tenth as high as the city rate because the suburbs can get away with bringing in industry while keeping out industrial workers with children to educate.

Local assessment inequalities are made worse by state-sponsored exemptions. These include the limit of a few hundred dollars which some states impose on the assessment of any land that is farmed (even when it may be held for development at many thousands of dollars per acre), and the homestead, veterans’ and senior citizens’ exemptions, by which some state governments have sought to subsidize favored voters at the expense of local tax revenues. The limit on homestead exemptions is usually set at or below $5,000 of assessed value, but where assessments run to only 25 percent of market value, this means that a home worth $20,000 may be completely tax-exempt.

Federal tax policies (or practices) likewise make urban problems worse:

• Speculative land profits are taxed not more than half as heavily as ordinary income, provided the landowner does nothing to improve his property for sale (i.e., provided he does nothing to earn his profit).

• The 25 percent capital-gains tax makes land assembly for large-scale development difficult, for a locked-in owner can often mortgage his property for almost as much as he could realize on a sale after deducting the gains tax.

• Letting each new owner depreciate the same building all over again is one more serious deterrent to replacement. The older and more decrepit
the building, the shorter its life expectancy for tax purposes, and the bigger the depreciation the new owner can take.

- Shoddy construction is encouraged by the accelerated depreciation-allocation which makes it advantageous for the builder to sell out within seven years.

- Neighborhood assessments are denied the income tax deductibility enjoyed by local taxes. This is just about the most serious deterrent to neighborhood financing of neighborhood improvements.

- Federal corporation and income taxes dilute the impact of the property tax by letting corporations deduct 52 percent of the local levy from their federal tax bill, and letting individuals deduct up to 80 percent. (On the good side, it should be recorded that this helps make the tax on improvements tolerable by cutting its impact in half.)

But on the bad side, it should also be recorded that it helps inflate the price of land, by absorbing more than half the tax cost of holding idle land off the market.

With the federal government absorbing 50 percent of the local land tax, and assessors assessing idle land at not more than 20 percent instead of the theoretical 100 percent, the effective yearly tax cost of holding a $100,000 tract off the market is not the $3,000 it is supposed to be but a quite negligible $300.

Good living in the city should be inexpensive, because there are so many people to share the cost of the multiplicity of community services, amenities and attractions that the city offers.

Actually city living is more expensive than country living, and one big reason is that we let landowners capitalize all the economics of urban cost-sharing for their private profit. The greater the saving achieved, the more the landowner can add to his ground rent. Of this, the simplest example is cited by Winston Churchill: When London abolished the penny toll which workers had to pay for crossing the Thames to reach their jobs, rents on the workers' tenements were promptly raised a shilling (12 pence) a week.

By definition, the unimproved value of urban and suburban land derives, not from anything any past or present owner has done to improve it but from an enormous investment of other people's money to create the community around or near it. Some of this investment is made by private enterprise; some is made by those who support hospitals, museums, colleges, etc.; much of it is made by government.

No matter who makes the investment, the landowner cashes in on it. When New York extended the subway beyond Spuyten Duyvil, land prices in Riverdale zoomed upward. When taxpayers spent $350 million to bridge the Narrows to Staten Island, landowners there got a much-bigger-than-$350-million windfall. Spending $800 million taxpayer dollars for Bay area rapid transit will almost certainly enrich landowners around its stations by at least an equal amount.

For a smaller-scale example, consider the prediction by the New York Regional Planning Association that taxpayers will have to invest $16,850 in highways, schools, water, sewers, etc. for each family added to the metropolitan population. Change that "per family" to read "per lot" and it becomes clear that other taxpayers will have to invest $16,850 in community facilities to enable a landowner to sell his suburban lot for $8,000.

What all this adds up to is that citizens and suburbanites must pay twice over for all their community facilities. First they pay for them on their tax bills, their charitable donations or their business investments. Then they pay for them all over again, in higher ground rents to landowners who have been allowed to capitalize all this investment of other people's money into the price of their land.

Under today's tax and assessment policies, the owners of idle and underused urban and subur-
ban land make only a minimum contribution to the huge community investment needed to make their land reachable, livable and richly salable. The less they do to improve their property and the longer they keep it idle or underused, the less they are taxed to help pay for the community facilities needed to multiply its value. Said Winston Churchill: “The landowner’s profit is often in direct proportion to the disservice he does the community by holding his land off the market until other people’s investment has multiplied its price.”

Many municipal costs are multiplied by distance, and correspondingly reduced by reducing distance. Consider, for example, water distribution. If demand for water doubles in a fixed area, all we need is to expand pipe diameters. But if demand doubles by doubling the service area, we must double our pipe mileage; increase the cross-section of our old system at its base to transmit the extra load to the new extension; increase pressure at the load center to maintain pressure at the fringes; and increase the allowance for peaking.

Or consider the far more urgent problem of streets and highways, which now cost local taxpayers more than any other item except schools. The greater the sprawl, the more miles of streets needed to get from A to B, and the more cars that will have to travel more miles along those streets. Fewer people can get where they want to go on foot, and fewer can get to and from where they want to be by mass transit. Residential sprawl does not take cars out of the traffic centers; on the contrary, it brings in more. Sprawl is not a flight from traffic congestion but its principal cause.

Multipurpose high density can even out the peaks and valleys of demand and utilize municipal services seven days a week around the clock; conversely, specialized areas waste these costly services most of the time. For example, New York’s Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts comes to life only from 8 p.m. to midnight and during matinees; New York’s Wall Street area is alive only from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. five days a week. The rest of the time it is so dead that the girl arrested for posing nude on the Sabbath on the steps of J. P. Morgan was acquitted because there was no one within blocks whose morals could be corrupted!

With high-density stratification, private enterprise seeking tenants and customers can be expected to absorb many costs that are otherwise borne by the taxpayers. For example, private enterprise pays all the costs of transportation and utility services above the street level (a cost that runs close to a third of the first cost of high-rise construction); and private enterprise is beginning to find it profitable to offer built-in amenities and recreation (swimming pools, etc.) that might otherwise have to be provided by additional facilities in public parks.

High-density stratification often permits major savings through round-the-clock use of facilities. For example, Chicago’s Marina City owes much of its $200,000-a-year garage revenue to triple use of part of its parking space for apartment tenants by night, for business tenants by day, for bowling alley and theater patrons in the evening.

The renaissance that saved Pitts­burgh started when its business and political leaders decided their city was worth saving and took on the job of saving it. The first thing they did was tackle a local problem no one else could correct for them — the air pollution that had made Pitts­burgh almost synonymous with smoke.

The same kind of civic leadership made Fresno the model of what small cities can do to revitalize their downtown—a model which is bringing visitors from all over the world to study, praise and imitate. The same kind of civic leadership inspired (but alas could not execute) the plan for saving downtown Fort Worth, and the same kind...
of civic leadership explains the award-winning project for clearing the oil derricks out of downtown Oklahoma City to create the most beautiful, the most practical and the most fun downtown in mid-America.

Some of our cities' problems may be too big for the cities to meet without outside help (most specifically, the problem of poverty, which is a national rather than a city problem); but most of our cities' problems are too small and too local for any outsider to take on. Consider, for example, the first six things the slum dwellers in Pittsburgh's notorious Hill District asked the Redevelopment Agency to get done for them. They requested that the city:

- collect our garbage
- repair our streets
- put in more street lights
- tear down 357 vacant and boarded-up buildings as a neighborhood nuisance
- provide safe playgrounds for our children (perhaps on the boarded-up building sites)
- give us a voice in determining what is to be done with our own neighborhood instead of having all the decisions made for us by somebody else—perhaps somebody in Washington.

Only the city itself can clean the streets. Only the city can stop the multimillion-dollar waste of free-for-all air pollution (much of it from the city's own chimneys). Only the city can stop the multimillion-dollar waste of make-work and conflicting building codes—a waste that adds at least 10 percent to the cost of building and rebuilding. Only the city can ease downtown street congestion by coordinating traffic lights, designating one-way streets, requiring all street and understreet repairs to be done at night, banning on-street parking and otherwise discouraging the downtown use of private cars. Only the city can lower the foolish minimum ceiling height for parking garages to cut their cost and maximize their car capacity per cubic foot. Only the city can make streets and parks safe at night. Only the city can end the scandalous and underassessment and undertaxation of slums and other ill-used and underused land.

There are hundreds of other small things our cities could and should be doing to help themselves without waiting for outside help—small things whose cost could be proportionately small, but whose cumulative value could be very big indeed.

Everybody talks about the need for open space, but most of the talk is about special tax concessions to help farmers keep on farming on close-in land that has become too expensive for farming, or to help golfers keep on golfing on close-in land that has become too expensive for private links.

Some of us think farms and private golf links belong a few miles farther out, where thousands of people won't have to drive added miles past their "no trespassing" signs on their way to work. All of us support the movement for wildlife preserves, state parks, national seashores, etc., but all of us wish there could be more talk, more action, and more private and public spending for the kind of close-in urban open space without which only the rich can enjoy the good life in our cities.

The open space our cities need most of all is something green and shady to look at. The open space our cities need most is open space people can use and have fun in, and its use-value will depend on how many people can use it how much, how often, how safely and how near home.

Every neighborhood needs its own neighborhood park and playgrounds. The denser the neighborhood's population, the greater its need for nearby outdoor recreation; and the poorer the neighborhood, the more urgent this need is apt to grow. A dozen small parks close to home can often be more important than one big park too far away.

Neighborhood parks must always be tailored to neighborhood needs. One that would be fine in a high-class residential area might be no good at all in the slum. Good neighborhood parks need not be expensive to equip or maintain; imagination and clear thinking about what kind of park facilities the neighborhood needs can sometimes make a small budget go a long way toward both first cost and maintenance cost. New York is budgeting only $37,500 apiece for 200 small new parks in crowded areas, most of them on tax-defaulted lots the city already owns.

Neighborhood parks are beneficial in other ways than merely providing recreational space close at hand. They are also good indeed for neighborhood property values, so property owners petitioned for one and volunteered to finance its first cost by a special neighborhood assessment at so much per front-foot. (This plan may need some subsidy in the poorest sections.)

But neighborhood parks and playgrounds can meet only part of the urban need for outdoor recreation. There are many activities and enjoyment for which only the bigger central parks can provide the needed space and draw the crowds needed to support them. For example, only a big central park can support frequent outdoor concerts or a zoo or a large skating rink or space enough for riding and hiking, etc.

For city children, safe outdoor space to play in is almost as important as good schools to learn in,
but most cities spend 50 times as much for schools as for parks and playgrounds. New York, for example, allocates only seven-tenths of 1 percent of its budget to parks and recreation. 

As for city adults, those who can afford it show how much they want open space and open space recreation by moving to the suburbs or by jamming the expressways for their weekend exodus; either way, they spend far more money to get to open space and open space recreation than it would cost to provide good open space and open space recreation close at hand right inside the city—private open space for those who can afford to be exclusive, public open space and recreation for everybody. In a recent survey in Milwaukee, most people put better recreation facilities in that city's fine park system first on their list of desired civic improvements. 

We all agree with the director of the Institute of Public Administration that "Instead of spending millions of tax dollars for highways to help people escape from the city to find outdoor recreation, we should pay more attention to providing recreational facilities inside the city." In San Francisco, enormous numbers of suburbanites drive into the city to enjoy the city's parks and beaches; some say that as many suburbanites drive in as citizens drive out for recreation. More cities should study and follow San Francisco's lead. 

New York could serve as a good example of what needs to be done (and has recently begun doing something about it). New York has more waterfront than any other city in the world—540 miles, much of it city-owned, with 35 miles of beaches—but the city pours in nearly half the untreated sewage that makes almost all its waters unsafe for swimming and even kills off most of the fish. New York has 37,750 acres of park land, most of it underdeveloped and way out where few people can enjoy it. Says the former park commissioner: "Most of the people of New York have to get their recreation on vacant lots that are stinking with garbage and littered with old cars and mattresses. The ball fields our kids have to play in are ridiculous and disgraceful."

In 1950 and 1960, as everyone knows, Washington offset a growth of 181,000 Negroes with a loss of 226,000 whites; Chicago, a growth of 321,000 Negroes with a loss of 399,000 whites; New York, a growth of some 700,000 Negroes and Puerto Ricans with a loss of some 800,000 other whites.

Racial segregation is not a local problem; it is a national problem. It is now many cities' No. 1 problem, and one city governments cannot cure without many kinds of help, including all-out cooperation from state and national governments. It is a problem nobody can solve until millions of people, both white and nonwhite, understand it better and pitch in to play their own large or small part in the solution. And unless somebody solves it, many great cities like Washington, Philadelphia, Detroit, Baltimore and Chicago may find themselves deserted by the white middle-class and abandoned (except for small enclaves of luxury housing for the rich) to the nonwhite poor, trapped in the slums by their poverty, and the nonwhite middle-class, trapped on the border of the slums by segregation and the lily-white suburbs' refusal to let them in. 

Already Washington has become 63 percent nonwhite, Detroit 39 percent, St. Louis 37 percent, Philadelphia 30 percent, Chicago 30 percent. In Russia the government builds all the new apartments around big hollow courts that provide...
safe play space for the tenant’s children (as well as nursery schools and shared baby-sitting and day-care facilities). In America it is hard to find examples where the open space around new high-rise apartments is widely used.

Sooner or later, as urban population swells, the logistics of moving millions of people out of the city for weekend outdoor enjoyment will become intolerably costly. It is high time to start giving much more thought and spending much more money to make our cities good places for outdoor as well as indoor living, instead of devoting so much thought and money to getting out of them.

We need to develop a whole new urban package that will give people with children what they need inside the city, instead of making parents who can afford to go move out. And we need to give much more thought to making city life pleasant and rewarding for the poor, who are now pouring into our cities, not so much because they want to but because they have no other place to go for jobs.

Racial segregation is not a single problem but the sum of many different ones—a different community problem for almost every city and neighborhood, a different personal problem for every segregated nonwhite. Different as all these are, they are all parts of two basic problems—one almost new and seething with new bitterness, the other old and deep rooted in old prejudices.

One problem is the plight of the 5 million-odd urban nonwhites who are almost desperately poor—the plight of the 45 percent of all Negroes the 1960 census found living in “deteriorating” or “delapidated” housing.

The other problem is the frustration of the other 5 million-odd nonwhites who are no longer poor—5 million-odd urban nonwhites who, against great handicaps, have earned their way up to family incomes over $6,000 (up from 4.74 million indicated by census in 1963). These million nonwhites have adjusted their lives to middle-class aspirations but still find themselves denied middle-class acceptance and status.

These two very different problems call for equally different housing solutions, money solutions, opportunity solutions, timing solutions— and nothing but more confusion can result from confusing the two.

It is just plain nonsense to think all nonwhites are alike and to act as though their problems could be solved in the same way. The fact is that there are more differences among nonwhites than among whites because on top of all their other differences is superimposed a wide range of difference in how many white ancestors they have and what social, educational and financial advantages this white blood may have given their grandfathers. Caste lines among nonwhites are at least as strong as among whites, not just in lands like Haiti and Jamaica whose population is nearly 100 percent nonwhite but in this country too.

College-educated nonwhites (and there are more Negroes in US colleges today than white men in English universities) have the same aspirations as college-educated whites, and have good reasons for feeling they should be accepted for what they are, instead of being rejected for what their great-grandfathers were. Middle-class nonwhites (and nonwhites have to work a lot harder to achieve middle-class incomes and values) have the same aspirations as middle-class whites, only more so. After long years of frustration they are more eager for status; market surveys show that they spend more of their incomes to be nicely dressed, spend more for “personal care,” buy more expensive shoes, spend more for their home entertainment equipment. They limit their families to fewer children, work harder on their lawns and planting, and seem to have made good neighbors in every tract where they are accepted, from Levittown on the East Coast to Eichler on the West.

These people do not need special relief or special subsidies. They do not need special schools for their children, for their children have little trouble keeping up with white classmates. What they need now is recognition of their past achievements, freer access to better-paying jobs (Negro incomes still average 47 percent lower than white), a wider door to escape their present segregation on the edges of the nonwhite slums, and a better chance for further progress toward assimilation into the rest of our social and economic life.

These nonwhites moving up have little in common with the poor nonwhites sunk in the slums except their color and their common resentment of segregation. They have so little in common that when New York tried to speed desegregation by moving poor Negroes out of Harlem’s slums into new public housing in middle-class areas, the middle-class Negro owners of nearby homes protested as angrily as their white neighbors.
Most of the Negroes now crowded into urban slums are newly arrived fugitives from the farm mechanization that wiped out a million field hands' jobs in the South, and sent them fleeing to the cities to seek jobs for which they had neither skills nor training. On top of this came a mass migration of 700,000 penniless Puerto Ricans, mostly to New York, and a mass migration of Mexican peons that made Los Angeles the world's sixth largest Spanish-speaking city. For this huge and sudden influx, the cities—north, south, east and west—were completely unprepared, without jobs, housing or schools ready to receive them.

The newcomers were equally unprepared for urban living. Old established urban Negroes welcomed the Negro newcomers with little enthusiasm, and the Spanish-speaking newcomers with even less. Poor whites greeted them with open bitterness and hostility, for they threatened their low-pay unskilled-labor employment just at a time when automation was eliminating millions of cheap-labor jobs.

Poor nonwhites need much better housing, but the sad fact is that as long as there are 6 million fewer decent homes in the urban housing inventory than there are urban families in need of homes, it is inevitable that 6 million urban families will have to live crowded into substandard units. Most of these 6 million victims of the urban housing shortage are bound to be the poor, and a disproportionate number of the very poor are nonwhite.

So we agree with HUD Secretary Weaver that the best answer to the nonwhite slum problem and the housing segregation problem is to build enough good housing so there will be a good home available for everyone. Some of this new housing will have to include building new low-rent units, but most of the low-rent need could be met better by trickle-down work, just as the auto needs and the Spanish-speaking newcomers with even less. Poor whites greeted them with open bitterness and hostility, for they threatened their low-pay unskilled-labor employment just at a time when automation was eliminating millions of cheap-labor jobs.

Poor nonwhites need freedom to move out of their racial ghettos and live closer to available jobs—but when all restrictions are ended, most nonwhites still will prefer living with their own people, just as almost every other ethnic group has tended to stick together for a generation or more; often for three generations.

Poor nonwhites need better schools and better education, but bussing white children to nonwhite-neighborhood schools cannot be a good enough answer, when it means holding white children back because poor nonwhite parents cannot give their children the advantages needed to start even and stay even. School buildings in nonwhite-neighborhoods are notoriously inferior, partly because there are old buildings in old neighborhoods; teaching in nonwhite-neighborhoods averages below the white-neighborhood level, mostly because the teacher's work is harder and the pay no more.

But in all fairness it should also be realized that New York, for example, spends as much per pupil (well over $1,000) to educate nonwhite children in the public schools of Harlem as the tuition charged by the city's most exclusive private schools—quite a bit more money than most lily-white suburbs pay to educate their own. Furthermore, in Philadelphia and elsewhere the drive for school desegregation is tending to turn segregation upside down, with more and more white children taken out of public school, and more and more desegregated public schools getting to be almost 100 percent Negro. How will this affect the willingness of the white population, which carries some 95 percent of the local tax load, to pay increased taxes for better schools that few of their own white children will be attending?

Nonwhites need more human contact with the rest of the community. The primary cause for the trouble in Watts was not that the housing in Watts is so bad (it isn't; not so long ago Watts was a fairly good middle-class white neighborhood). It was not because the area is overcrowded (it isn't; the density in Watts is not much more than 20 per acre). The primary cause of the trouble in Watts is the fact that it had been allowed to become an island apart. Not enough people outside had any contact with their fellow citizens walled off inside Watts. So it took a riot that cost $40 million and 34 dead to make outsiders realize that Watts had no good hospital for 87,000 people, no modern schools for more than 30,000 children, no movie house, only one public swimming pool and almost no public transportation to let people get to the kind of jobs they could hold. No wonder 30 percent of all the job seekers in Watts are unemployed; no wonder its residents felt forgotten, bitter and almost hopeless.

But most of all, poor nonwhites desperately need more money, more jobs and more job opportunities, particularly more jobs for male heads
of families and for young people, both boys and girls. Everybody knows that unemployment among nonwhites is more than twice as heavy as among whites, averaging out to 8.2 percent, but too few people seem to understand the peculiar pattern hidden behind the 8.2 percent average—a pattern which helps explain the bitterness of Negro youth, and also accentuates the matriarchal character of Negro home life which, in turn, accentuates the school problem of poor Negro children. An unemployment rate of 8.2 percent is bad enough, but what the “average” conceals is a jobless rate that often exceeds 30 percent among some of the nonwhites most in need of jobs.

Unemployment among college-educated Negroes is actually much less than among college-educated whites, because so many companies are making a special effort to find qualified nonwhites to hire. Unemployment among middle-class Negroes has to be small almost by definition (otherwise they could not enjoy middle-class incomes); unemployment among adult Negroes with less than a grade school education is also low, probably because they seem willing to take menial jobs that nobody else wants. And one-third more Negro women than white have jobs outside the home—despite a 34 percent unemployment rate among teen-age Negro girls (three times the unemployment rate among teen-age white girls).

In other words: Negro unemployment is concentrated among Negro men who were high school dropouts, and is heaviest of all among young Negro men, who are most likely to have young children. In big city slums, their unemployment rate often runs higher than 30 percent.

A tragic consequence of this unemployment pattern is that the No. 1 breadwinner in too many slum-trapped nonwhite families is a working mother, and in some 40 percent of these poor families there is no man at all because the working is either deserted or unwed (in Harlem 43.4 percent of the children are illegitimate). So there is no one at home all day to care for and bring up the children. Of all Negro children, 36 percent live in broken homes; in the slums this percentage is much higher.

What all this adds up to is that the hard-core problem of nonwhite segregation is very largely a poverty problem, and it cannot be solved until employers, labor unions and the government (mostly federal) work out a good way to let nonwhites escape from poverty and male unemployment. Says Philadelphia's Joseph V. Baker: “A Negro does not need a college degree to put gasoline in an empty tank, or to turn a wrench as far as the threads have been cut, or to collect tickets on trains.”

Desegregation, in the sense of living next door to white neighbors, is mostly for upper- and middle-class nonwhites. For the great mass of poor nonwhites, desegregation means mostly a chance to escape from poverty, slum housing and male unemployment, plus a chance for better education to help their children work their way up.

No local government can solve all the problems of the nonwhite poor, but few of their problems are likely to be solved unless and until local governments take an active part in their solution. For example and specifically:

• Only local governments can deflate the bootleg price of slum housing by code enforcement and/or taxation. Dean Abrams' block-by-block research shows that in Philadelphia, vigorous code enforcement has so deflated central-city housing prices there that a large percentage of the 14,400 row houses now vacant can be bought (or put in decent move-in condition for $4,000 cash or less. (Compare this with an average cost of $20,500 for new public housing, and $12,300 now budgeted by the Housing Authority to buy units and do them over completely, regardless of how much fixing up they really need.) If FHA or other special financing is made available, this $4,000 cost would make it possible for even relief clients, black or white, to buy or lease decent used homes. Pittsburgh, on the other hand, has been fearful that strict code enforcement might leave the 10,000 families homeless, and in New York the mayor's special housing adviser declared in 1961 that “no amount of code enforcement can stop the spread of slums unless and until the profit is taken out of slums by taxation.”

• Only local governments can locate some of...
their own employment centers where they will be easy for the nonwhite poor to reach.
• Only local governments can tear down the obsolete and decaying school buildings found in most nonwhite slums, and replace them with up-to-date plants less likely to encourage high school dropouts (the average nonwhite boy quits school after the ninth grade).
• Only the local government, with financial support from Washington, can provide the nursery schools and the day-care centers needed to keep the preschool slum children of broken homes and working mothers off the streets, giving them some of the care, attention and mental stimulation middle-class children get from their families, so these slum children will be ready to keep up with their classes when they reach school age. This kind of need is already met by the state in Russia (another case where most mothers work outside the home) by including day-care centers, playgrounds, nursery schools and primary schools in the center of every new apartment block. In this respect it is high time for American cities to catch up with Russian ones. In New York, 80 percent of the 600,000 relief recipients whose support costs local, state and/or federal taxpayers $700,000 a year belong to no-male-breadwinner families.
• Only the local government can provide or encourage the kind of bus or jitney service poor nonwhites need to get from where they live to jobs they can hold.
• Local government can provide neighborhood centers to help slum owners who want to improve their property understand and take advantage of all the various state, federal and foundation grants and aids available to them.
• Local governments can pressure the state to stop forcing them to discourage and penalize improvements with increased assessments and taxes. (Personal interview surveys in Newark and elsewhere make it clear that fear of higher assessments is a prime reason why slum property owners won't spend money to maintain or improve their properties.)
• Finally, the job needs of the nonwhite poor will not soon be met until local government cooperates in attracting and encouraging not just high-wage industries but also the kind of lower-wage industries and services in which unskilled workers could expect to find steady jobs.

Racial segregation is the worst kind of segregation because it is so rigid, so hopeless and so humiliating; but we deplore all one-class neighborhoods big enough to segregate their people from the larger community.

Suburbia is the great segregator, segregating not only white from nonwhite but also the lower-middle-class from the middle-middle-class, and the middle-middle-class from the upper-middle-class and the wealthy. We think this is as bad for those who are segregated in as for those who are segregated out. For example, it makes it harder for those who are segregated in to employ the kind and variety of help they need, while at the same time making it harder for many of those who are segregated out to get the kind of service jobs they need and could fill.

Small enclaves of people with the same background and about the same income are perfectly natural and no problem at all; there is no reason why millionaires should live next door to relief clients, and no reason why relief clients should want to live between millionaires. But there are many good reasons why rich and poor, white and nonwhite should live close enough together to know how the other half lives, and to share the community of life and the openness of opportunity whose sharing is the first essential of urbanism. Big one-class or one-race neighborhoods frustrate ease of contact and ease of access; they deny variety, opportunity and the exchange of services; and the bigger the one-class or one-race ghetto, the more complete the frustration and denial.

Middle- and upper-income families pay in more ways than one for their flight from the city to one-class enclaves in the suburbs. They pay in travel time and all the extra hours they spend getting to and from the center. They pay in lost leisure, doing household chores they could otherwise find someone else to do. They pay in loss of variety and stimulation because they live too far from town. (Says the former AIA president: "One-class neighborhoods are just plain dull.") And they pay in higher prices and heavier state and federal taxes for supporting on relief millions of people who, in a better-integrated metropolitan society, might be self-supporting and helping to meet the labor shortage and up the gross national product in our full-employment economy.

It is more than a coincidence that the most underprivileged people in urban America must also be the most heavily subsidized (in Philadelphia, for example, 80 percent of the relief clients are nonwhite).
The city that never happened—so far

Unfortunately, nobody has ever seen or experienced a city that comes anywhere near measuring up to today's potential. Nobody has ever seen or experienced a really good city—a city that takes full advantage of today's better technology, design and planning. Nobody has ever seen a city planned so almost everybody could walk to work in less time than it takes to get there now by car, train or subway. Nobody has even seen a city planned for all the convenience and economy of three dimensions instead of two. Nobody has ever seen a city where full utilization of the center at high density lets the people who prefer low density enjoy it close to town. Nobody has seen a city whose best close-in locations are not cluttered with obsolete and inadequate old buildings that should have been torn down long ago—old buildings that live on and on only because urban decay is now subsidized by underassessing and undertaxing obsolescent properties. Nobody in our generation has seen a city whose busy streets are not choked with parked (and moving) cars; or a city whose air is good to breathe and whose water is good to swim in. Nobody has seen a city that provides plenty of usable open space for fun and recreation where open space is most needed; where all the children could safely play outdoors within two blocks of home—often without even leaving their own building. Nobody realizes that with today's technology such a city could cost much less to live and work in than the anachronisms that urban Americans live in today. What's wrong with today's cities could be cured a lot faster if people could be given a better understanding and a clearer vision of what kind of city to demand and insist on getting. Computers can now predict quickly and quite correctly all the effects of changed planning, zoning, transit and highways. This is an important development that should be a great help to city planners and city officials in choosing wisely between alternative programs, but it cannot close the communications gap between planners, with their eyes fixed on the future, and average citizens, with their understanding stuck in the past. Perhaps what our cities need now is a new Hugh Ferris to give their citizens a fresh vision of what tomorrow's cities and tomorrow's city living could and should be like.
Planning the Powder Room

BY DENISE SCOTT BROWN

Architects, like dentists, doctors and, to some extent, lawyers, auto mechanics and TV repair men, must frequently depend on their colleagues for those very services which they normally render to others. We as architects share with the public the experience of living, working, sheltering and occasionally suffering in the handiworks of other architects. This provides us with a built-in feedback of experience on which to base our own design. In addition to this, we can expect some feedback from the general public. For example, I heard of an Italian architect on an inspection visit to a recently completed housing project he had designed. On the stairs he met a woman carrying a large basket of wet wash up to the roof where he had put the drying lines. “Are you the architect?” She asked threateningly. “No,” he lied, and fled.

But there are some areas where, in the nature of our society, personal experience is impossible for the male architect, and feedback from the public unlikely. Such an area is the ladies' powder room. I have long had this problem in mind. As I have used these facilities in office buildings, theaters, academic buildings and drive-ins throughout the land, I have become convinced that the architect's lack of personal experience and involvement in what he is planning constitutes a real problem here—the more so since I imagine he is unaware of it. It seems that I am in a peculiar position as architect, city planner and woman to be of help to my colleagues seeking practical information on powder room design of a type not found in the Graphic Standards.

But a few preliminaries. First, this is a delicate subject. On the second day of my first office experience during the summer vacation between high school and college, my employer (it was a small office) started to initiate me in the mysteries of bathroom facilities. He had an old book with engraved illustrations of various toilet bowls (which he called "lavvies") of a type I had never seen before, with floral decorations inside and out. I formed the impression then that architects are an uninhibited but strangely old-fashioned lot. However, I shall endeavor here to combine the delicacy of a lady with the directness of a confirmed and unre-calcitrant functionalist of the 1930s type. In this I shall have as my model an elegant and honored antecedent,1 who, writing for a different era on another aspect of the same topic, managed to combine the refinement of a gentleman with the straight-shooting clarity, vision and sense of responsibility expected of the highest-caliber professional.

Second, I shall not be talking of esthetics. I shall not even bring up the beauties of the view of Philadelphia's City Hall and the late lamented Furness office building, which one had from the ladies' room of Burnham's Wanamaker store; nor the view of New York from the ladies' room in the Regional Plan Association offices in the Herald Tribune Building. We are dealing with sterner stuff.

Nor is our concern here the difference of cultural patterns: of the English, for example, whose toilet partitions are about 18 inches higher and 12 inches lower than those in America—leaving the visiting English woman with a strange sensation of isolated vulnerability. Or the Italian with integrated (male and female) facilities. Or the grim ridiculousness of the South African apartheid laws which require, in a public building, separate male and female facilities for each racial group. Nor the strange American custom of providing neither sign nor lock, so that American ladies, before taking possession of a toilet booth,

---

must either push the door or peek under it. We shall be dealing primarily with the logistics and storage problem. The main question: what to do with the coat? And secondarily the handbag and/or gloves, book pile and shopping bag, and on occasions hat and umbrella. And the whole is aggravated by the fact that each of the sequence of operations performed in the powder room requires a different relation of a lady's possessions to her person and involves, therefore, a different storage problem. I have nothing against the accommodations of the normal toilet booth. Those little spring-back package racks are suitable for all except the most lightweight packages (or the AIA JOURNAL—but if you took it with you, you would probably be reading it, anyway) and serve the added function of barring the door after the bolt has come off. And the hooks are adequate. But why do architects believe that that is the only spot in the sink, with the coat when she is washing her face with one of those hot-air driers without letting the water in the sink bowl is unesthetic. And so that one's possessions do not spread horizontally along the shelf, obstructing the view for other ladies, a second, lower shelf should be provided for the pile of books (the shopping bag, at this point, can probably stand on the floor) and beneath that, a row of hooks just for safety's sake. While we're on the subject of mirrors, this one should be long horizontally, preferably related in foot run by some yet-to-be-empirically-determined mathematical identity to the total number of sinks provided. (We architects are just going to have to learn to use the new tools and put an end to intuitive guesswork.) This should, mathematically ensure that enough ladies get to see enough of themselves; but just in case the computer errs, a slight ramp up, as in a theater, should be provided, so that tall ladies can see themselves over the heads of short ladies. Then there is need for a second mirror—a vertical one, near the exit, but with room enough for a middle-distance view. It is nothing short of cruelty to expect a lady to leave the powder room without a middle-distance, full-length view of herself. (While we are on the subject, architects who provide mirrors in elevators do a kindness to nervous ladies—and gentlemen? —going for interviews.) So now we have covered the storage problem, and suggested that in dealing with it adequately we may aggravate the already-difficult circulation problem. But circulation is an architect's problem. I'm sure this can be dealt with by the male professional without advice from me. What about types of facility? I think one general rule applies (possibly to men too). The powder room must not be the time or place to start exploring. In this area we are all children of tradition, and feel happiest with what we know. I am reminded of an experience I had in a public institution somewhere in the land, whose only feature to remain in my memory was its extraordinary lavatory (fr. L. lavare, to wash) arrangements. A circular bowl, perhaps 60 inches in diameter, with an obvious water source at its center and no visible means of activating it, stood at waist-height in the center of the room. Search finally revealed a ring foot-bar which, when pressed, gave rise to a ring of water jets. These at no point on their perimeter provided sufficient water to cover the palm of the hand. Was one, I wondered, intended to circulate around the bowl in order to gain the necessary supply? Visions arose in my mind of a mystic rite, a combination of Maypole celebration and Scottish sword dance, as circulating ladies perform the ritual hand-washing, alternating the while, between jumping on the footbar and over each other's possessions. Do they, I wondered, have a similar facility in the men's room? Or have they provided something more ritually suitable, in the nature of a trough or well? Then for the driers. Again, you can't teach an old dog new tricks. There is no way for a lady to dry her face with one of those hot-air driers without letting the water trickle down her neck and get on your hands fast for minutes on end is boring. And if the drier breaks down and the towel supply has been abolished, there you are. Don't let anyone tell you they prevent chapping. They don't. No, the traditional paper towel is best. One function the hot-air drier can perform very well, however, is to warm up your winter boots. Now here is a trickier matter. There is a fixture (designed, no doubt, by a lunatic scientist) called the "female urinal." I have pondered about this contraption and I cannot see its advantages. I cannot even think of a way in which a lady could use it at all, let alone with the speed and convenience which its masculine namesake affords the other half of the population. These are, of course, personal opinions, but from a small amount of empirical research—i.e., from noting the exclamations of surprise and astonishment, and the efforts to acquire alternative traditional
accommodations where possible, from other powder room users—I would assure you that these unfathomable objects are viewed with suspicion by womankind in general (especially those under 6 and over 30) and I believe I can guarantee that where there is a choice, these booths will be the least-used in the room. The female urinal (and here I speak from experience of both) is somewhat less convenient than the Asian squatloose.

Then there is the question of showers. In Italy they provide hot showers in the gasoline station restrooms. This helps to sell gasoline to tourists. In all schools of architecture there should be provided a hot shower in the ladies' powder room—for how can a girl be expected to charette for three days and three nights without rest if she cannot even have a shower? And this is what we expect. Failing this, and at an absolute minimum, we should provide at least one enlarged toilet booth containing a toilet and a sink with hot and cold water. This should be a standard provision in all ladies' washrooms, to allow for the sometimes necessary private ablutions of women and children.

So much for the detail arrangements of the actual powder room. Somewhere in my mind I have an uneasy feeling that perhaps this is not a problem handled by architects at all. They merely supply a certain amount of space based on a rule-of-thumb allowance per person, or possibly per sales-foot, of the order:

\[ X = \int \int_{ij}^{m-n-1} z \]

where \( x \) is total towel-rail space, and \( z \) is the number you first thought of.

Perhaps, in other words, "they" (whoever they are—SMERSH perhaps) supply it all ready-made. Well, if that is the case, architects, where is your pride? Only by involving yourself deeply in the techno-industrial manufacturing processes of the 20th century, will you be able to keep "them" responsive to the human needs of human beings (in this case, women). Powder rooms are for people. There are a few other problems, perhaps of a type more innately interesting to architects, which may be dealt with in passing. The first of these is the locational problem: How do you find it? Architects should remember that this is a particular problem in the case of a lady, since she may not ask. (Yet the solution is not to make it so obvious that you cannot miss it, even when not searching. For in that case, a true lady will not use it.) I feel that in the game of hunting-toilet, a lady with a professional education in architecture and city planning has a distinct advantage over her sisters. For there are certain laws, which, consciously or unconsciously, designers follow. These are:

1. Functionalism—This means it's likely to be next to the men's, behind the elevators. (But if it's an International-Style house you're in, it's that thing like a ship's funnel set in the plate glass window and opening off the patio.)
2. Symmetry—If the men's is 100 yards down the corridor to the right third door on your left, then the women's is 100 yards down the corridor to the left third door on your right. Or if the men's is at the second, fourth, sixth and eighth half-landing on the escape stair, then the women's is at the third, fifth, seventh and ninth. Don't try the first floor. There won't be one. In fact, don't trust this law too implicitly, since some masculine domains have strange, undecipherable laws of symmetry such as a ladies' room for every three-and-one-third gentlemen's rooms until the fourth floor, and thereafter, one every four floors. In this case one must ask, since it would require too much walking to break the code.
3. Symbolism and affective properties—Toilets are likely to be found in places that look reticent and private, such as crannies under the stairs, behind the woodshed, or, in Italy, quite informally, off small alleyways. This too can be deceptive. If a building offers no public facility but you are sure there must be one for the staff somewhere, look in a large, public space for a small, nameless door, which can be locked from the outside and which resembles a cleaner's closet. That will be it. But it will be locked.

I am in favor of maximum use by architects of such locational communications, rather than the dependence on signs. It is so much more subtle. But, unfortunately, they alone will not be sufficient. For example even such simple algorithms as we have outlined will not be retained in the minds of some people, notably academicians, when they have something else on their minds. So considerable confusion will occur, and difficult social situations of the "Fancy-meeting-you here - Professor - Abernathy" sort. Hence heraldic amplification of the locational pattern is required.

Simple signs saying Women or Men are best. Ladies and Gentlemen is too "tasteful." And so is Powder Room, and inaccurate as well, being descriptive of only one in a sequence of only ones. Shun the corny. A Latin-American friend of mine (male gender) was once faced, in a nautical London pub, with the signs "gulls" and "buoys." After puzzling a moment, he determinedly entered the "gulls." To overcome the language barrier, those little silhouettes of 18th century aristocrats which one sees tacked to the door in hamburger palaces with aspirations are inoffensive, and would be useful if there was ever a language problem.

In Europe this problem has had to be tackled really seriously. It is not necessary to learn to ask for the powder room in 15 different languages, since most nations use, in addition to their own signs, the acronym WC or the symbol 00. However, I did hear of an interesting new attempt at a simple lavatory lingua franca, obviously contemporary with the attempts to internationalize and standardize all European traffic signals. It consisted of a combination sign, a triangle in a circle, thus to indicate, generically, "restrooms." Then when the prospective user has been brought closer to hand, the sign separates out for male and female. Very neat. Just what you need, I thought. A simple language of basic forms, able to be shared by everyone, no matter what tongue. Then I got to pondering. And I leave you with my puzzle: When those signs separate out, which is which?
How to Make the Most of Your Models

A photographer offers a technique within the grasp of any office.

Seeing the relationship of a building to its natural and man-made environment is a matter of increasingly critical importance. Architects for all their visual literacy and their deep concern for the interplay of buildings and the spaces between them are not always free of blind spots in trying to envisage this relationship. For clients and the public, the problem is perhaps greater.

Any aids for the visualization of a building in its surroundings, therefore, are welcome to the cause of urban architecture. Such aids do exist and are used by numerous architects. One is a model of the proposed project surrounded by models of what already exists in the project area. Another device uses a detailed model of the proposed building and, with some clever but hardly complicated photographic maneuverings, produces an amazingly realistic result. This latter method is employed by a Jersey City, New Jersey, photographer, Louis Checkman, and here is what he does:

- He takes a picture from Green Street, say, looking toward the Maple Street site. Then he records two measurements—the distance from the camera to the site of the planned building and the height from street level to the camera lens.
- By scaling the two dimensions on the model of the proposed building, he establishes a camera vantage point for a photograph of the model.
- He places the print of the model on an enlarger easel and the negative of the site view in the enlarger. He projects the site view to the model print, adjusting the scale of the site image to that
Trying out a new building in its neighborhood—Across page is of model of Cadman Plaza, by Whittlesey & Conklin, shown in a mock-up environment (middle) and in its actual Brooklyn Heights surroundings. At top of this page is a model of Edward Durell Stone’s Huntington Hartford Gallery in its Columbus Circle setting, and at bottom is Kelly & Gruzen’s Central City, the model integrated with an aerial view of Manhattan. Next page, the Lower Manhattan plan of Harrison & Abramovitz and an urban renewal scheme of James Raymond Mowry, AIA, for Binghamton, New York. Latter two model presentations show relationship of proposed buildings (in white) with existing structures (in gray).
of the model, and makes a print on single-weight paper.

- He then mounts the print of the model on rigid cardboard and carefully cuts the site view where the building meets the sky and horizon.
- Next, he carefully cements the site print to the mounted model print and from this paste-up makes a copy negative. The final print is made from this copy negative, and the result is a view of the building on Maple Street from Green Street, well before a spade of soil has been turned at the site.

The effect is a kind of reality before the event.

The technique requires, of course, a sophisticated, professionally made model. Also valuable in the study of proposed buildings' relationships with the spaces and masses around them is the model technique of producing existing buildings to scale and roughing in the proposed structures to indicate height, size and placement. No attempt is made to indicate actual architectural design.

Such models are made in a number of architectural offices. Examples of both techniques were seen in an architectural photography exhibit assembled as a public service by Norman Adler Associates of Binghamton, New York.
The Applicable, Adaptable Enclosure Method

BY JOHN R. DIEHL, AIA

The principles, rules and advantages of the enclosure method of cost control are explained by a Princeton, New Jersey, architect who has used the method in all stages of design for more than a decade. He has found it to be the most reliable method, one easily related to floor area requirements and budget limitations, and a valuable aid in conceptual design. This article is adapted from "Creative Control of Building Costs," the forthcoming McGraw-Hill book.

Nothing can shroud the naked truth of bid tabulations. When the tabulation's revelation is painful, the architect might be inclined to assure himself that he had, after all, read, digested and done all he could. But self-assurance cannot diminish the cold realization that the program is too large or too small for its budget, a realization which, at the bid stage, has arrived too late.

Architects, builders, bankers, brokers and owners—every operative involved with a proposed structure—risks possibly more on the accuracy of preconstruction cost estimates than on any other group of unknown factors encountered in construction. The methods of cost prediction range from the most involved and intricate systems to ludicrous schemes rooted in superstition and cynicism.

Some knowing persons hold that the accuracy of early cost prediction methods bears little relation to the complexity or degree of detail involved in the preparation of an "estimate." And who would deny the foolishness of analyzing the cost of Flemish bond at a time when it is not known whether the wall will contain bricks?

I remain impressed by the oft-quoted advice, given half in jest by the late, noted architect, Harvey Wiley Corbett, who said the most convenient index of building construction cost is the price of beefsteak. Few architects will risk the consequences of budget overrun on a cost control basis such as this, but many are also acutely aware that the most elaborate and sophisticated estimating procedures are likely to be even less helpful in the early design stages.

It is indeed one thing to anticipate a wide difference in the prices bid by various contractors for the construction of a proposed building so completely described in its documents that estimators can count virtually every nail, and quite another to expect a designer to predict costs with greater accuracy at a time when a blank sheet of drawing paper lies before him. Yet it is at this point that the architect makes decisions most vitally affecting his client's budget.

More often than not, in fact, construction cost limitations are set even before the design problems are fully known. Regardless of this technical dilemma, construction costs are necessarily controlled in the predesign stages, a fact that accommodates the basis upon which most building enterprises are undertaken. So whether easily accepted or not, it is clear that architects are elected to bear certain added economic responsibilities that compound the cost prediction problems inherent in design.

Design Is a Special Case

Problems of cost projection vary with different purposes; known procedures match the different problems only approximately and in varying degrees. The real estate appraiser employs methods quite different from those of the contract estimator or financial planner. Building design is a special case, its conditions fitting none of the more widely used cost estimating systems.

The importance of cost prediction to rational decisions in the selection of the materials and methods of construction is understood to be fundamental to architecture. But it is not easily accomplished during the design, for none of the more analytical methods of cost projection can be employed by the architect until his work is finished. It is uneconomical to produce the several complete designs for comparative evaluation by quantity take-off and pricing methods.

To determine the probable cost of a building that has already been designed and adequately documented, an estimator will most likely separate the project into construction operations and price material separately from labor in the units by which they are normally purchased. Cubic feet of sand and gravel would be priced on a different market from carpentry labor, etc. Sensitive and accurate though it may be for the builder, the method is relatively useless to the designer who must predict outcome before there are such quantities to consider.

The design process itself seems to allow the possibility of a "solution" on the first trial—the economic structure of the profession assumes this. At any rate, most architects approach each design study as potentially the final one. To accomplish this obviously requires of the designer an act of synthesis that takes construction costs into account along with the other design considerations. Since even the most creative persons are obligated to control inductive thought by standards which are derived analytically, designers in all fields have developed various abstract devices to guide their thoughts, including those concerning costs, along rational and realistic routes through the maze of alternatives presented by their imaginations.

Costs in Terms of Function

A statistical approach is automatically taken on quantitative matters to afford prediction of effort without requiring immediate empirical data as the basis for each decision. Like other quantitative elements, cost is reduced, often intuitively, to units that can be expressed in terms of function and performance in order to economize on the mental process. Thus designers are prone to talk of "tons"
of refrigeration, "footcandles" of light, "square feet" of floor area, "pounds of load" supported per unit of material, etc.

The architectural designer wants to know the cost of a material in its functional place, not merely its price on the market. Most helpful to him is the total cost of an element of structure as it will exist in his building, including labor, material and builders' charges. He would like this information in terms of such units as square feet of surface and lineal feet of span or length, the measures of his own work.

He can make choices between floor finishes by comparing the total in-place cost of one material with another. He can select a method of floor construction by comparing the combined in-place cost (per unit of floor surface) of all components of various floor systems. In order to so compare, he collects cost information from a variety of sources and converts it to statistics in his own form. In this way each architect tends to develop a personal cost "vocabulary."

Even formal construction cost estimates of completed design work prepared by architects are usually derived by this procedure, often referred to as the "In-place Cost Method of Estimating." Although the actual cost information upon which this procedure is ultimately based must come from standard quantity surveying and pricing methods, seldom does the architect himself analyze costs in terms of market units. He never estimates the cost of materials separately from the cost of labor, since he neither buys and sells building materials nor hires and supervises construction labor.

He tries to maintain a comprehensive notion of the total value or cost of construction. He likes the vantage point that gives him an objective view of the product together with its parts.

He is interested in the products of his own design completed; he knows how they have performed; he has found out what they have cost and has analyzed the effects of their alternatives. Designers are aware that approaching cost in terms of the units of function or effective-

ness—how much wall, to do what, for how much money—relates performance to price directly and simplifies the evaluation of alternatives.

Predicting costs by the in-place method, certainly more convenient for the designer than some other systems, becomes noticeably more reliable when supported by detailed analysis. The cost of a wall is the sum of the costs of its components, and the determination of the latter, again, is possible only in the more advanced stages of design. The more detailed the analysis of a design, the more design information must have been available. The in-place method is therefore found to be of greatest value in the intermediate stages of design, after conceptual work and before detailed design.

Early Procedure Still Needed

But the architect is still left without the tool he needs most: a reliable procedure for quick cost comparison on which to base early decisions and reduce costly trial and error. This need leads to the universal use of even more abstract cost units. Most elementary of these, and perhaps the most widely used throughout the building industry for rule-of-thumb estimating, is appraising and programming purposes, cost per square foot of floor area.

The reasons for the popularity of this unit are obvious. Cost is expressed in terms of floor space which is recognized as the primary functional quantity of most buildings, and floor area is easily and quickly measured either on drawings, in existing buildings or even projected as an abstract quantity. The proposer of a building may well have a notion of the amount of floor space required long before any thought has been given to the configuration of the structure.

By guessing at a price per square foot, construction budgets are often established before the architect is consulted. The architect himself generally makes extensive use of this convenient unit of cost, most particularly in the schematic stage.

Be this as it may, it does not follow that because the quantity of space (floor area) is some measure of a building's utility, the cost of the building will be directly, or even closely, related to this quantity. The fact that it is not will be recognized immediately upon observing that floor area costs ranged in 1966 from less than $8 per square foot for simple structures to more than $40 for highly subdivided and expensively equipped buildings.

In addition, wide discrepancies are introduced because of variations in accepted standard definitions of measurable floor area. Depending on many factors of design, function and the method of measurement, one idea of the floor area of a given building may exceed another by 100 percent or more.

Most experts agree that predicting construction costs by the probable price of a square foot of floor area is, at best, a sketchy procedure which if not accompanied by the most cautious and experienced judgment can be dangerous. In short, the method has not fulfilled the architect's need for cost control.

Another statistical method long applied to early cost prediction involves the measurement of the geometric volume of buildings. While perhaps both less sensitive and more complex in procedure than the floor area method, this system also chooses its units in terms of building space. But since space measured by volume is, for obvious reasons, less directly related to utility or function than is floor area, and since the same disadvantages pertain, the method is now considered by many to be inferior.

A Method Gaining in Use

Although not so widely used as the preceding examples of statistical estimating, the use of units of enclosure has been gaining acceptance. This newer approach to early cost prediction requires slightly more complex procedures than the floor area method but no more so than in the measurement of cubic contents. Enclosure unit is both a more sensitive and a more accurate method than the other two. It also has the advantage of being applicable to almost any stage of design and is adaptable to cost analysis in varying degrees of detail.

The procedure is to collect cost data in terms of units of enclosure surface, i.e., square feet or square yards of exterior walls, partitions, floors, roof, etc. These units vary determinately with respect to the functional units of building space on the one hand, and to the quantities of construction materials on the other. For practical purposes it may be assumed that the bulk of materials and labor employed in a building is actually represented by its enclosure. If this is true, we have a unit of measure that is highly sensitive to variations in not only the amounts and, therefore, the costs of labor and materials represented by a given design, but one which is
also sensitive to variations in the amount of building space provided.

The convenience of this method is easily demonstrated. Given sufficient statistical information and a knowledge of construction cost factors, a designer can quickly correlate cost with performance information for the solution of a specific problem. For example, an architect working on the design of a floor plan with enclosure costs in mind knows constantly how much money he is spending, virtually, as he draws lines indicating walls and partitions.

As with floor area units, however, those using this method must understand that a line representing 3 lineal feet of partition, 9 feet high, involves not only certain quantities of several materials and types of labor but also represents prices that vary independently of the quantities. The extent of this variation must be known or assumed if specific construction systems are to be compared. Herein lies the need for the designer's understanding of the various factors affecting the cost of construction. Herein lies another advantage of the system: It can be expanded in later stages of design to become in-place cost estimating. For overall cost control, however, necessary corrections of this type tend to be smaller than the normal variations of other units and are much more readily accommodated.

In my own architectural practice, I have used this method of cost prediction in all stages of design over the past 12 years. The projects ranged from simple residential alterations to multibuilding complexes costing more than $20 million, from simple open structures to highly subdivided and complex hospitals. Drawings for numerous other projects as well as literally hundreds of scheme variations have been analyzed by the enclosure method.

**Variation Not So Wide**

Adjusted to 1965 dollars, the actual costs of completed projects in this experience ranged from a low of $3.60 to a high of $9.30 per square foot of total enclosure area. This figure is derived by dividing the sum of all related construction expenditures by the total combined area of all floors, roofs, walls, partitions and similar items of enclosure. It will be noted that these unit costs vary upward to approximately 2.5 times the low figure compared with a conservatively estimated normal variation in floor area unit costs of more than 5 times.

In other words, buildings vary in cost per square foot of floor area on the order of from $8 to $40, while enclosure unit costs vary only half as much—and no attempt was made to correct for inordinately disparate examples.

The mensuration is simple enough. The area of planes passing through and parallel to each element of enclosure is measured in square feet. An enclosure element is taken to be the sum of its components and may be any exterior wall, partition or interior wall, roof or the like. The enclosure area represented by a floor system, for example, is expressed as the area of a single plane, whether or not the system includes separate ceiling and deck elements. Similarly, walls and partitions are measured as having a single surface; both faces are included in the one measurement. Consistent rules must be applied in dealing with stairs and other special items. The data collection procedure is also simple. Horizontal elements such as floors and roofs are measured from drawings in the same way floor area is normally determined. While the area of vertical elements such as walls and partitions can sometimes be taken from elevation or section drawings, experience has shown it is more convenient to use plan drawings for all measurements. The total combined length of partitions and walls is taken from the plan and multiplied by their height.

**Minutes to Determine Enclosure**

The use of a dial type "linometer" or "plan-measure" is found most efficient for this purpose, being sufficiently accurate and much faster than either "scaling" or the tabulating of dimensions. With standard procedures and a minimum of practice, the amount of building enclosure represented by any plan drawn to scale, regardless of its sketchiness or refinement, can be determined almost in a matter of minutes.

Each scheme study, as well as later plan studies of all design projects, should be measured for comparison. A standard form should be used for recording the information. In general, it will be found useful to record the data by floors, using a summary form to consolidate the figures for the entire structure. Partition, wall, floor and roof totals should be tabulated separately so that maximum use can be made of the data for additional estimating and analytic purposes.

The enclosure quantity, and combinations of this with other building quantities, provide interesting opportunities for advantageous design study that architects trying these systems will come to appreciate.

For enclosure to serve the purpose of cost projection effectively, the user must understand certain things about the nature of the quantity itself. He must also agree to certain rules. For example, if it is to be granted that building costs do, in fact, vary somewhat directly with the amount of enclosure area, the following must also be accepted:

1. Building cost (C) is the total of all costs of construction chargeable to the space-enclosing structure itself, including fixed mechanical and electrical equipment, but specifically excluding such items as land costs, site improvement costs, owner's administrative expenses, furniture and other costs not clearly related to enclosure.

2. Enclosure (E) is the total quantity of all defining elements of the structure as described above, measured in square feet. Items of enclosure include walls, partitions, floors, roof, columns, piers, stairs, railing, stacks and similar integral items of construction should also be included, provided consistent methods of measurement and calculation of equivalent quantities are used.

3. The enclosure unit cost (c) is the quotient resulting from the division of the total related building costs (C) by the total quantity of enclosure (E) or: 
   \[
   c = \frac{C}{E}
   \]

4. All units of enclosure are assumed to have the same value, i.e., a square foot of partition is taken to represent the same cost as a square foot of roof, exterior wall, parapet or balcony.

**Compensating for Partitions**

It may be noted that partitions, for example, ordinarily cost less per unit to construct than exterior walls. In the overall sense, this difference is largely compensated for by the fact that building cost (C) represents all construction components, including mechanical and electrical work. It will be observed that a building subdivided into small spaces by partitions, even though the partitions be of relatively inexpensive construction, requires more electrical outlets and switches, more doors and hardware, more heating and ventilating controls and outlets, etc. than does an unsubdivided space. These extra costs are assumed to be chargeable.
to partition work, thus tending to equalize the unit construction cost. The enclosure unit cost of a warehouse will be closer to the enclosure cost of an apartment building than the respective costs per square foot of floor area of the two building types, as noted before. The probable reason is that the primary difference in the latter is affected more by amount of wall area per unit of floor area than by the actual construction cost of walls. Although it may seem contradictory, it is on this basis that it is further assumed that such variations as do exist in the enclosure unit costs of different buildings tend to closely represent the actual differences in the quality of construction.

One could therefore expect to be far more correct in estimating the probable cost of a hospital by the application of enclosure cost units derived from the analysis of a warehouse than by trying to adjust the floor area unit costs of the warehouse for the same purpose. Under less exaggerated extremes of comparison, the architect can look forward to a broad range of interchangeability in unit enclosure costs among different building types and therefore extend the effects of his cost experience.

To measure architectural elements having either nonplanar or complex forms, the architect must use his best judgment to arrive at reasonably equivalent quantities. Because the units and quantities of enclosure will be found to have other useful applications in design study if kept reasonably close to geometric truth, factoring as a geometric truth, factoring as a means of determining equivalent quantities should be avoided. In estimating cost by the floor area method, the space in basements or other unfinished sections is often equated to more expensive space by arbitrarily reducing the measured quantity.

There is no need to resort to such devices when dealing with enclosure. A stair, for instance, can be reduced to a quantity of enclosure simply by measuring the total area of all treads, risers, landings and railings. Treads and landings, of course, are equal to the floor area occupied by the stairwell on each floor; riser area equals one-half the vertical cross section of the stairwell; railing area in a typical, equal run stair tower approximately equals the area of a vertical plane taken longitudinally between the landings.

Free-standing piers or columns are usually measured by vertical planes running with the greatest width. Built-in cabinets or casework is sometimes measured as a second wall. No interruption is recognized for windows, doorways or similar wall openings.

Furred spaces, toilet partitions and the like are open to question. However these may be regarded, the user of enclosure quantities must, as noted before, follow consistent rules for his determinations if the information derived is to have widest application in his work. As the method's use becomes more widespread, combined experience of great space will tend to establish universal rules and standards of procedure which will, hopefully, enhance the interchangeability of data throughout the profession.

**Easily Related to Floor Area**

In addition to being a quick and effective way to measure the quantity of construction and the probable cost represented by a design, the quantity of enclosure also can be easily related to floor area, the other quantity so highly representative of primary building function. This provides the architect with an even broader analytic tool, one that will dig even deeper at the beginning of design.

Moreover, it is accomplished with little or no additional work since, if a proper tabulation is made of the enclosure as taken from the drawings, floor area can always be identified as a separate item. For this purpose, relationship between the two quantities is established by the ratio \( e \) of floor area \( (A) \) to total enclosure \( (E) \): 

\[
e = \frac{A}{E} = \text{the number of enclosure units yielding one unit of floor space.}
\]

Much can be learned about the general geometric characteristics as well as the economics of a building simply by knowing this ratio. Here again is a number that varies over a relatively small range—so small a range, in fact, that in the interests of sensitivity, attention should be paid to at least the third decimal place. Almost all buildings have enclosure ratios falling between 1.5 and 4.5. Most ordinary structures will actually fall between 1.75 and 3.75.

To produce lower ratios requires multistory construction. A 20-story building 100 feet square in plan, having a story height of 10 feet, will produce a ratio of 1.45, if it contains no interior partitions. Typical, reasonably efficient, high-rise apartment buildings usually have enclosure ratios of from 1.8 to 2.2.

Other kinds of residential buildings tend to have high enclosure ratios. This seems to be due to their high degree of interior space subdivision and the fact that the area of their roofs is divided over less floor area. One-story houses that are somewhat extended can be expected to have ratios of 4 to 4.5. A three-story office building having medium to large interior spaces would require a reasonably efficient configuration to produce an enclosure ratio of 2.75. If some degree of spatial freedom is due the architect, he should allow a ratio of at least 3.0 to solve any important problem.

Aside from being something of an efficiency index and an aid in economic analysis, the floor area-enclosure ratio can be an aid to some extent in projecting other probable quantitative effects of design variations. Determining the cost of a square foot of floor area by multiplying the ratio by the estimated unit enclosure cost brings with it the accuracy inherent in the enclosure method of estimating, thereby eliminating the irrationality associated with floor area estimating. If a program of design requirements establishes both the area of floor desired and a construction cost limitation, the architect can easily test the reasonableness of the given budget by determining that the ratio required to produce unit enclosure costs consistent with those for similar construction is feasible.

**For Accuracy and Simplicity**

He can do this far more accurately and simply through the enclosure method. Another use that has been made of this figure is in the projection, prior to conception, of certain geometric characteristics of design schemes, thus establishing direction to the design effort with commensurate savings in trial and error work.

The more the architect works with enclosure quantities the more familiar he becomes with this most significant property of buildings. As he develops a vocabulary of enclosure units costs, enclosure floor area ratios etc., the more accurately and quickly he can predict the outcome of his various efforts. In the long run, this will not be limited to predicting costs alone.
Selecting Incandescent Downlighting

BY SEYMOUR EVANS

Initially it was established that lighting design can be analyzed at three basic levels: the functional, the structural and the behavioral.

Articles 1 and 2 discussed the behavioral aspects, i.e., the interweaving of energy-producing sources (lighting fixtures), energy-interpreting sources (man) and energy-reflecting sources (architecture). One of the important points made earlier is that the proper use of a uniform-aperture lighting system, within an architecturally disciplined grid, can invoke surprise and atmosphere instead of blandness and monotony.

The basis of this system is a structural vocabulary of equipment which will be presented in this and the following article, the former to be concerned with incandescent downlighting and the latter with incandescent wall washing. All the fixtures included fulfill the criteria of low brightness and high efficiency while performing many different functions. It is hoped that they will become a standard reference for selecting concealed-source incandescent equipment.

While the drawings show fixtures of two apertures—7 1/2 and 10 inches—the uniformity of the system may vary according to the manufacturer chosen or the group of lamps used. These provide systems in which by the use of lamps with varying beam characteristics, it is possible to preselect and target the mood within a given space, still within the framework of a coherent ceiling layout.

Not all of these fixtures are presently available from manufacturers’ catalogs, but all have been made at one time or another to the author’s specifications. Professional insistence upon uniform apertures will insure the required fixtures, albeit somewhat reluctantly at first. Skill in intermixing them within the grid and between color-filtered and non-color-filtered light will result in lighting that produces both the required amount of illumination for vision and the desired atmosphere for the human environment.

The drawings give both specification references and the floor patterns of emitted light for all the fixtures.
Architects Perkins and Will achieve an awe-inspiring architectural effect with the use of BUCKINGHAM® SLATE PANELS from Virginia on the magnificent United States Gypsum Building. The natural character of the multi-million year old slate panels reflect the beauties and wonders of this earth while the structure, a marvel of modern building technology, soars into space above Chicago. Like brush strokes across an artist's canvas, the natural cleft texture of the BUCKINGHAM® SLATE adds dimension and humanistic feeling to the whole city area and the building becomes a timeless work of art. Catalogs on BUCKINGHAM® SLATE panels, flooring and roofing in Sweet's and Stone Catalogs. Listed in AIA Building Products Register.

BUCKINGHAM-VIRGINIA SLATE CORPORATION, 1103 EAST MAIN STREET, RICHMOND, VA.
Reshaping Public Housing

An analysis for the AIA JOURNAL by Robert J. Lewis, reporter for the Washington Star who writes extensively on urban affairs.

From a small beginning in the Roosevelt New Deal, public housing has expanded to nearly 800,000 units in 2,600 US towns and cities. The federal subsidy to reduce rents alone has reached an annual rate of $250 million. Yet public housing has never achieved real popularity as a government program and is today probably less popular with families eligible for its benefits than ever. This many of its defenders sadly report.

The answer is not to junk the 30-year-old program but to begin refashioning it on a massive scale under far-reaching new legislation allowing prodigious changes in its image, its character and its social effects, concluded members of the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials at a national forum in Washington.

The four-day February sessions constituted a new high in self-criticism for NAHRO—an organization of 2,000 local public agencies and 6,000 state and local housing and urban renewal employees. The day-and-night program and discussion also appeared to forecast policy changes that will place the organization more firmly than ever on the side of a broad program of federally sponsored social planning to back up government-aided housing and urban renewal ventures.

Traditional projects and traditional methods were analyzed and found wanting by numerous speakers. A forthright comment from Elizabeth Wood, former Chicago Housing Authority executive director and now a Housing and Urban Development official, noted that public housing developments appeal to fewer and fewer "normal families."

"Projects appear to be unsuccessful in attracting and retaining a sound proportion of normal families whose earnings fall in the upper range of the low-income market," Miss Wood said. She explained that as a HUD official she had carried out a six-month study of the public housing program "in respect to the new social climate and its goals" and added:

"There has been a steady increase in the proportion of occupancy by families whose incomes are derived, in whole or in part, from public assistance and public benefits, predominantly broken or elderly families. These households not only have the lowest incomes of all in the public housing market but require the most service.

"Such households constitute 51 percent of all occupants of public housing. In many individual projects, the proportion runs much higher. They clearly do not attract enough of the normal, mobile families essential to the creation of healthy social communities."

Besides harmful social consequences, said the acting chief of HUD's Community Service Branch, the trend has reduced income, raised operating costs and forced local authorities to cut down on maintenance and use higher subsidy amounts.

"This trend raises the question of national social policy as well as fiscal policy," Miss Wood went on to say. "If the trend continues, two things will probably happen: The program need for subsidy will increase, and the projects will become social and economic ghettos."

Though not emphasized at the conference, the large postwar migration of Negroes to the cities has intensified public housing problems and raised questions about the "project" approach. In Washington, for example, low-income families eligible for public housing occupancy are divided roughly on the basis of 70 percent nonwhite and 30 percent white, while actual tenants number 98 percent nonwhite, studies have shown.

Such preponderantly high ratios of nonwhite occupancy encouraged the administration to seek a changed social and racial balance. Successful sponsorship of 1965 legislation authorizing purchase and lease of 100,000 units of "scattered site" public housing over a four-year period is being relied on to help make public housing more acceptable.

Under this legislation, 40,000 units—new or existing—are to be leased by public housing authorities from private owners. The remaining 60,000 units to be subsidized are for purchase and rehabilitation from the existing private housing supply.

Besides this program—designed to spread public housing to widely scattered neighborhoods in small groups and as single houses—the legislation authorized about 140,000 conventional project units for the four-year fiscal period ending in 1969—a yearly authorization far higher than any in the past.

These and other provisions of new housing legislation—encompassing such steps as rent-supplement housing, the Model Cities scheme of harnessing social action programs to urban renewal on a "big neighborhood" basis, "turnkey" public housing, 221 (d) 3 moderate-income housing linked to public housing in "combination projects" and a host of other programs have begun to revolutionize federal housing assistance and are being counted on to transform further the public housing image.

Noting legislative changes against the background of the past, George T. Rockrise, FAIA, adviser on design to HUD Secretary Robert C. Weaver, told the 800 delegates he continued on page 106.

HUD's Mrs. Marie McGuire at dinner in her honor during NAHRO meeting, with Ira Robbins, left, former NAHRO president, and HUD Secretary Robert Weaver.
Title: Ensign Fire Extinguisher
Artist: The Ansul Company, Marinette, Wisconsin
Medium: Fiberglass
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Convert Wall Space to Exhibit Space

with Michaels functional recessed display cases. Bronze or aluminum cases are fabricated to individual requirements of height, width and depth to utilize any wall area, yet pre-engineered details make custom dimension installations available on a modest price scale. Choice of styles, lighting and interiors helps complement any building...any display. See Sweet’s Section 37A or write for complete catalog of Michaels Time-Tight wall, aisle, and table model exhibit cases, and complete specifications.

THE MICHAELS ART BRONZE CO.
P. O. Box 668, Covington, Kentucky 41012
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Now—Swing with TOWNE HYDRO-HINGE!

Towne Hydro-Hinge® is a door closer and door hinge combined in one precision-engineered mechanism with no arms, hangers or extra protruding hardware—allowing greater freedom of architectural design. Installed as easily as regular door hinges. Eliminates the cost of butt hinges and the additional labor required to mount an ordinary door closer. Available in six finishes. Recommended for bank teller and coupon booths. Another item in the expanding line of Towne architectural hardware. Write for information and Towne’s latest full line contract catalog: Towne Hardware Division, 144 East 44 Street, New York, New York 10017.
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Since 1818

HOPE'S

ALUMINUM WINDOWS

Torrington Mfg. Company Administration Building
Torrington, Connecticut

Architects: Marcel Breuer & Herbert Beckhard
General Contractor: McClean, Incorporated

Virtually every detail of this design provides graphic witness to the solidity and permanence of the occupying firm. Custom built aluminum windows by Hope's set in deeply recessed precast openings, combine function and performance with appearance. Their elegant dark bronze Duranodic® 300 finish, an integral, enduring oxide coating applied in Hope's modern anodizing facilities, will be little affected by the passing of time. Rigid inspection and control through fabrication, processing, finishing and erection assures the quality and durability architects and contractors expect from Hope's installations. Your inquiries are invited.

* Trade name of Aluminum Company of America

Our catalogs are filed in Sweet's Architectural File and our sales offices and representatives are located in principal cities.

HOPE'S WINDOWS, INC. Jamestown, N.Y.
HOPE'S WINDOWS ARE MADE IN AMERICA BY AMERICAN WORKMEN
expected public housing will "play a vital part" in the future model community.

But, he said, such projects will need "social insights that will directly influence" design and management.

"To stop the flight to suburbia and to stop the intensification and spread of the slum and the ghetto, overall housing planning at all economic and social levels must become an integral part of comprehensive planning for the city," Rockrise added.

Rockrise praised NAHRO for collaborating with the AIA and housing officials on a "Pacemaker Project" now undergoing study by HUD. "The proposed combination of sociological, environmental and technological skills to produce a carefully researched and programmed mix of low- and middle-income housing complexes clearly exemplifies the multidiscipline approach we must employ," he said.

"With assignable housing units as a basis," he explained, "Pacemaker proposes to involve, to the fullest extent possible, other federal assistance programs of open space, urban beautification, neighborhood facilities and social services, coupled with local resources in a small number of selected cities which indicate the highest levels of cooperation."

Rockrise said that across the country "we are faced with violent objections to public housing appearing in established neighborhoods." He said the objections were not surprising.

"No wonder," he explained, "—until we learn to program and design more human-looking neighborhoods, neither the tenants nor the neighbors are happy with the efforts.

"Add to this the pressures of conventional economics and we put housing projects end to end—result, superghetto Chicago or St. Louis rather than early Cincinnati's English Village or San Francisco's Holly Park or, more lately, Seattle's Jefferson Terrace."

Keynoting the forum was 37-year-old Harvey G. Cox Jr., author of The Secular City, the avante-garde book calling for a new "theology of political and social change," and a Harvard divinity school associate professor of church and society.

Cox said failure of the nation to deal with economic and social problems has led to a "crisis of our society." He assailed the nation's $73 billion defense budget as "just too much" and called for a "reordering of national priorities."

In one of the highlights of the forum, Vice President Hubert Humphrey urged national support for the Model Cities and antipoverty programs.

The Vice President, pointing out that President Johnson had asked Congress for $412 million to finance the Model Cities renewal program, called on delegates to help persuade Congress to appropriate the full amount.

"The President put every dollar in his budget that was authorized, but what did I hear from leaders in Congress on the Appropriations Committee?" Humphrey asked.

"I heard 'Cut it out. Cut it all out. Cut out those spending programs.'"

Urging delegates to beware of what he called "pie-in-the-sky" schemes to finance urban aid that ranged in cost from $250 billion to "trillions" of dollars, the Vice President warned that appropriations in these dimensions are "just not going to happen."

---

A complete history of architecture in the United States
SECOND EDITION
REVISED AND ENLARGED

THE first edition of American Building, published nearly two decades ago, was an immediate success and was reprinted several times. Now the author has made a complete revision of the work, greatly expanding and reworking the historical material in light of recent research and bringing the text down to date.

Here we learn why the English 17th-century house could not be successfully transplanted to New England; who introduced the log cabin; why the white columns of the Greek Revival stood for quite different things in different parts of the country; why we may in the future build skyscrapers with manufacturing on lower floors, business and commerce in the middle, and apartments on top. Professor Fitch's view of architecture is dynamic and wide-ranging. It takes into account materials, needs, technical equipment, esthetic theory, and creative genius. More than 250 pictures are closely integrated with the text.

At all bookstores $10.00
Houghton Mifflin
Company, Publishers
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Increase room value . . . by adding FOLDOOR flexibility

When FolDoor is included in its design, one room can serve many functions. The cafeteria shown here is quickly divided into several separate rooms . . . efficiently using normally idle space for smaller dining or meeting areas. FolDoor meets all visual or sound separation floor space requirements . . . in cafeterias, classrooms, auditoriums or gymnasiums. FolDoor offers a complete line of folding partitions and folding walls . . . vinyl, wood or metal . . . 7 series and 17 models. Wherever flexibility is needed for interior space, design with FolDoor. Contact your FolDoor Distributor or write HOLCOMB & HOKE Mfg. Co., Inc., Dept. A41, 1545 Calhoun Street, P. O. Box 1965, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.

FOLDOOR . . . MAKES VALUABLE SPACE MORE VALUABLE
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Books


This is a collection of 70 profiles of people, a spectrum ranging from a poor Appalachian migrant to the vice president of an auto corporation. These people have one common attribute, however: They all live in a city—Chicago.

The "characters" in this book, although ordinary, are not unperceptional to the deficiencies of today's urban environment. Their observations in many cases parallel those made by the authoritative individuals who convened at the roundtable on cities (see the feature presentation in this issue of the AIA JOURNAL): inadequate space for vehicles; racial discrimination in employment, housing and education; limited recreational facilities for children and teen-agers; urban renewal which is at once poorly planned and destructive to the city's heritage; and alienation—person to person, person to city.

Through interviews that the author has transcribed, people voice their opinions and fears about their environment. For some, the greatest concern is the bomb or the civil rights movement, the Vietnam war, poverty, education or capitalism. But for all the spokesmen, the problems of the city pervade and often direct the currents of their lives.

We recognize anew that architecture, for one thing, cannot merely be a matter of utility; it must be a social communication as well. The worth of a city like Chicago lies in the well-being of its people, a well-being which architecture affects in a significant way. We hear a retired musician complain that the glass and steel high-rises "make the city look cold"; and that the resultant expansion gives the impression that people are "moving to get away from people."

Urban renewal, too, elicits various reactions: feelings of loss and irreparable change, impersonality. One young man said about renewal: "It is based on the mistaken premise that you can create a home environment if you give people all the 'sanitary' necessities." Disenchantment arises concerning the ethics of "progress": An old tavern owner tells how re-

Specialty of architects—designing structures

Specialty of 

When planning any type of glass or plastic structure, why not take advantage of the specialized assistance available to architects without cost or obligation from Lord & Burnham—the glasshouse design center of America?

Whenever you develop plans for a special application, Lord & Burnham is eager to make creative suggestions or furnish possible details for the new designs you devise. Most important, the Lord & Burnham engineering department can provide an excellent base for your own planning on behalf of your client . . . help you select correct type of structure, furnish standard designs, details, stock drawings, specifications, answers to special questions, prices, quotations—all for the asking. Earliest consultation is invited since considerable time, money, and effort can be saved for both yourself and your client through helpful technical advice in preliminary stages.

Starting any plans for a school or industrial glazed laboratory, public botanical garden, zoological show house or aviary, domed display area, conservatory, solarium, atrium, pool enclosure, greenhouse, sludge bed enclosure, or glazed pavilion? Write us first—or consult Sweet's Architectural Catalog File for more details.

Lord & Burnham

IRVINGTON-ON-HUDSON, N. Y. 10533
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Montgomery moves people on 12 elevators at...

Del Webb's
TowneHouse
Phoenix, Arizona

Twelve Montgomery elevators move people and equipment at speeds up to 700 FPM in this striking new twenty-three floor tower. Montgomery E.S.P.* MEASURED DEMAND® controls traffic flow on the local and express banks of elevators.

Architect:
Flatow-Moore-Bryan & Fairburn
Contractor:
Del Webb Corp.

Go high as you want... Montgomery high-rise elevators match performance to your design, with elevator traffic served precisely by E.S.P. MEASURED DEMAND® group supervisory control. Montgomery high-rise design and performance are "test tower" proved in our sophisticated research facility. And, you can count on dependable Montgomery maintenance service from one of 120 locations.

*Electronic Sensor Programming

Montgomery elevator company
Moline, Illinois 61265
ELEVATORS • ESCALATORS • MOVING WALKS & RAMPS

Montgomery high-rise elevators
Write today for FREE planning guide

For more technical data, circle 296 on information card
NEW Revolvomatic® POWER CONTROL.

makes International Revolving Doors brainy as well as beautiful
REVOLVOMATIC POWER CONTROL UNIT
is only 3" high, 8" wide and 25" long.
It installs over or under the door.

A gentle push starts
the door turning

Revolvomatic rotates the
door at walking speed

Door automatically returns
to quarterline position

WORKS SO SMOOTHLY THAT PEOPLE HARDLY REALIZE THE DOOR
TURNS UNDER ITS OWN POWER

Your buildings now can have easy entry and clean-line entrance design PLUS the insulating and draft control advantages that only revolving doors can give.

When door is not in use, Revolvomatic keeps the wings in an "open arms" position. A user merely pushes any place on a wing in the usual way. Revolvomatic turns the door at walking speed for five-eighths revolution, then slows it and automatically aligns the wings at the quarterline. Users get convenient access. The building gets a doubly effective seal against wind and stack draft. You get unbroken line flow that adds to the beauty of your entrance design.

Speed, pressure and safety override can be adjusted as desired from a concealed control panel at or near the door. Names of initial users of Revolvomatic Power Control will be sent on request.

Revolvomatic makes International Always Open—Always Closed® Revolving Doors easier than ever for people to use and tougher than ever on drafts. What a brainy and beautiful way to say "welcome" to any building!

INTERNATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
1333 Edgar Street, Evansville, Indiana 47707

DIVISIONS: Structural Steel, Revolving Door and Entrance, Lindsay Structure, Railway

SUBSIDIARIES: Extruded Alloys Corp., Bedford, Ind. and Engineering Metal Products Corp., Indianapolis

For more technical data, circle 297 on information card
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Exposed aggregates
• marble • quartz • granite
available year around
30 colors from one source!

Now . . . select exposed aggregates for precast panels from the largest array of colors and textures available! Immediate shipment from MPC plants and warehouses in Georgia, Missouri, Texas and Florida. Call or write today!


In 1964 there was a two-day conference on design in America at Princeton sponsored by the University’s Program in American Civilization. The participants represented the professions of industrial design, urban planning and architecture. According to the editor, the conference papers collected here are substantially as they were presented.

The purpose of the conference was to consider “tangible problems posed by the modern environment in connection with broad questions of aesthetics and human value, with emphasis on those specific problems that best represent the challenge to good design in American culture.”

Eric Larrabee’s summary of the proceedings and the papers themselves indicate that contemporary architecture came in for its share of sharp criticism during the conference. In an essay by Boris Pushkarev on “Scale and Design in a New Environment,” he quotes Paul Rudolph on the esthetic level of current building design as testifying: “Indeed, the average is probably lower than mankind has ever seen.” Pushkarev calls this statement frightening, and it is sobering, too, when Pushkarev says that not even the best of our architects are innocent of contributing to ugliness.”

There are 10 essays collected here, all provocative and worthy of attention by those who want to

At Crerar Library...
Matot lifts speed 400 requests daily

Located in a new building on the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology, Crerar Library averages 400 reader requests daily for technical research material.

PROBLEM: To locate and make requested material available to the checkout desk as quickly as possible.

SOLUTION: Two Matot truck-in book lifts and a pneumatic tube system. First—requests are sent by tube to one of three employee-stations located on the first floor. Second—an employee takes the request, locates the book and puts it on one of two centrally located lifts. Third—the material arrives on the lift under the counter-top of the main desk where the librarian verifies it and checks it out. The entire operation takes 5 minutes. Up to 30 requests can be handled at one time. Returned material is loaded onto carts and trucked into dumbwaiter for return to shelves.

Matot designs lifts for many uses: money lifts, food lifts and record carriers. Write for free information on how Matot can make a building and its employees operate more efficiently.

D. A. MATOT, INC.
1533 W. Altgeld Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60614
312 Lincoln 9-2177
Specializing in Dumbwaiters since 1888

See our catalog in Sweet’s Mat. 25a

Circle 312 on information card

At Crerar Library...
Matot lifts speed 400 requests daily
Simply Beautiful

Thousands of years ago, someone recognized the simple beauty of round and put it to use in architectural design. Times have changed, but the round column hasn't. It's still as practical and beautiful as ever.

Much of that beauty is captured in Sonoco's new booklet, "A Portfolio of Round Columns." It describes and illustrates the worldwide uses of round in ancient and modern architecture.

It also explains the benefits of Sonoco's disposable Sonotube® Fibre Form for round concrete columns. The fibre form is lightweight. So it can be placed, braced and stripped quickly. What's more, it can be punched, cut or sawed right on the job.

And because it's a one-piece unit, there are no fabricating or assembly costs. Most important, the Sonotube form achieves real beauty. Like the column at the TRW Space Technology Center shown here and in the booklet.

So send for your free copy of the booklet today.
WRITE: SONOCO PRODUCTS COMPANY HARTSVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA.
Accordia-fold by Kirsch is the new pleating system that makes draperies an architectural asset. From inside or outside.

With this new snap-tape and dual-channel Compact Architrac® rod, draperies can give your windows the trim, tailored effect you desire.

**HERE’S HOW:**
Draperies made with Accordia-fold stack back into half the space needed with conventional pinch-pleated draperies. Sleek accordion folds and a unique new butt-type master carrier give draperies a uniform appearance overall. No flat fabric areas in the center, or on the ends.

Nylon tapes with snaps installed, hold pleats in single-fold, front-and-back headings that stand erect, with no bending or bunching. Draperies simply snap on carriers in natural, graceful folds. No hooks, no pins (and no fuss).

Aluminum Compact Architrac is just a half-inch deep; mounts flush to ceilings or inside cornices. Operating cords and pulleys are concealed in the rear channel; self-lubricating snap carriers ride in the front channel for smooth, trouble-free operation.

Never before have so many unique desirable features been combined in one traverse system. Outstanding features that make draperies an architectural asset.

Send for your Kirsch Accordia-fold catalog today. (Accordia-fold is also available in Canada.)
For more technical data, circle 267 on information card.

Kirsch
DRAPERY HARDWARE
For windows people care about.
The Patented Adjustable Butt Hinge

is just one of six solid reasons why
Natcor says "install it...forget it".

(Significant in design, flexibility and a lifetime of trouble-free operation.)

Natcor offers a complete line of 5 door types and 4 basic framing systems in Clear, Anodized, Kalcolor and Duranodic finishes — with a custom styled look for greater visibility and handsome appearance. Quality materials and advanced engineering principles add six solid reasons why a Natcor entrance is a lasting entrance. Install it . . . Forget it!

1. Patented, adjustable Butt Hinge — Ball Bearing with frame reinforcement for extra endurance.

2. Snap-In Vinyl Glazing Bead — Just one member to snap in during glazing of door — saves labor.

3. Quality Extrusions — Door Stiles and Rails of fully extruded aluminum, ⅛” thickness throughout, as specified by architects.


5. “Sure-Grip” Pull Handle — Broad selection of contemporary styled stock, interchangeable — Push-Pull Hardware.

6. Reinforced Corner Construction — Heavy, concealed reinforcement brackets are firmly bolted to door stiles. Tri-clad welding of each joint after bolting results in complete rigidity.

For full information on Natcor's complete line of doors and entrances, see our catalog in Sweets, or write —

THE NATCOR COMPANY
since 1920
P.O. Box 9321, Nashville, Tenn.
A new family of prismatic lens luminaires offering fresh esthetic, performance, and economic values

Indigo is a unique blend of shallowness, clean lines, fresh new styling touches and highly efficient, comfortable lighting performance. It is offered in three widths; for surface or pendant mounting. All Indigo units are competitively priced to meet budget limitations.

Black finish on end caps, and on sides of channel provide distinctive options for decor planning... accentuate the look of shallowness.

The two and four lamp versions are ideal for lighting stores, offices, classrooms, hospitals, laboratories, hotels, and public building areas. Indigo-1, the companion single lamp unit, is particularly well-suited for corridors, stock rooms, and utility areas.

Plastic closures employ the exclusive, Miller M-1 Lens Pattern on bottom exterior and linear, interior prisms along sides. Utilization is high with most of the light directed downward to the work plane or merchandise. Lamp concealment is good and sidewall brightness is low. Result is a uniform, pleasing lighted appearance.

Indigo units also available with closure that satisfies I.E.S. Scissors Curve Requirements.

For complete information on this outstanding new fixture family — write Dept. 1166, or contact your Miller Representative.
When you specify

CHENEY

TWO-PIECE
CAP FLASHINGS

you get this trim,
neat appearance!

TYPE B REGLET FOR MORTAR JOINTS

Cheney pioneered and developed this efficient two-piece arrangement of
Type B Reglet set in the mortar joint
by the mason and Type B Prefabricated
Spring Lock Cap Flashing installed by
the roofer after the bituminous base
flashing is completely installed. It elim­
inates all buckling, twisting and crack­
ing. It is easy and inexpensive to install
and provides a neatly finished appear­
ance. Made of Chine No. 16 oz; copper
16 oz.; "Softur" stainless steel .015".

TYPE A REGLET FOR CONCRETE

This is the simplest and least expensive
way to form a reglet in concrete. A 45-
degree slot 1/4" deep, 1/4" opening com­
plete with filler and double head nails.
Meets all Federal specifications. For use
in concrete parapets and concrete span­
drels. Made of Chine No. 16 oz; copper
16 oz.; "Softur" stainless steel .015".

Consult Section 21g/Cheney in Sweet's or
write to us direct.

CHENEY
FLASHING COMPANY
Established 1928

623 Prospect St., Trenton, New Jersey 08605
Phone 609 394-8175
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Books from page 112

give really serious thought to the ugliness surrounding us and to
erasing the impediments to a beau­
tiful environment.

Decorative Designs in Mexican
Homes. Verna Cook Shipway and
Warren Shipway. New York: Ar­
249 pp. $12.95.

This is the fifth book by the Ship­
ways on Mexican homes, and it is
understandable if it does not have
quite the substance of its predeces­
sors. There are 250 photographs,
drawings and plans covering a vari­
ety of subjects, among them studies
of balconies, fireplaces, stairways,
doors, tables, pottery, sunshades,
beds, ceilings, hardware, bars.

Art and Architecture in Italy,
1250 to 1400. John White. Balti­
$25.

This addition to the distin­
guished series, the Pelican History of Art, is concerned with one of
the richest periods in art history.
White, a specialist on the Italian
14th and 15th centuries, gives equal
attention to painting, sculpture and
architecture. Primary emphasis is
placed upon Tuscany, but the art
works of other sections of Italy are
included too. There are 192 plates
as well as other illustrative mate­
rials, plans and diagrams.

New Furniture; Neue Mobel;
Muebles Modernos. Edited by
Gerd Hatje and Karl Kaspar. New

This is another of the volumes
on furniture design, taking its place
with the seven that have preceded
it. The editors commend one group
of firms who courageously have
gone against the prevailing ten­
dency to fancy shapes and have
reproduced the new classic chairs
of Breuer, Le Corbusier and Mies
van der Rohé. They also give due
credit to George Nelson for his
new conception in office furniture.
The general picture, however, in
furniture design is what the editors
call "rather blurred at present."

Landscape Vocabulary. Warner
L. Marsh. Los Angeles: Miramar

This is a useful compilation of
terms employed by the landscape
architect. It does not, in general,
include botanical or horticultural
terms, or names of plants, but does
cover a wide range of words from
such disciplines as geology, ecol­
ogy, engineering, etc.

RAULAND
FIRST WITH ALL-
SOLID-STATE
SOUND

RAULAND
FIRST NOW WITH
ALL-SILICON
amplifier circuitry for
optimum performance

before you specify
SOUND
for schools, churches, nursing
homes, institutions, and industry
—over 40 years of leadership in
the field of Sound and Internal
Communications.

For a free SPECIFICATIONS MANUAL
Contact RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION
3535-D Addison St., Chicago, Ill. 60618
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SMITH METAL WALLS are attractive, compatible, practical. They are designed, manufactured, shipped and erected by a Single Responsibility . . . Smith. Look for details in Sweets' Architectural File 20b/Sm or call your nearest Smith Office. For additional views of this installation, write on your letterhead to:

ELWIN G. SMITH & COMPANY, INC. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202 / Atlanta
Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Cincinnati • Detroit • Philadelphia • Toledo • New York
PLEXIPAVE
COLOR FINISH SYSTEM FOR ASPHALT SURFACES

Plexipave is the uniquely tough, smooth, color-surface in depth that integrates with any asphalt paving. Available in 8 handsome colors, Plexipave creates a surface barrier to protect asphalt against the destructiveness of harsh sun and severe weather. When you pave with asphalt, include the beauty and protection of the Plexipave Color Finish System. It's ideal for...

- tennis courts
- playgrounds
- outdoor basketball courts
- park and golf course pathways
- highway median strips
- private drives
- parking lots
- zoological and botanical gardens

For more details on the performance, easy application, economy and uses of the Plexipave Color Finish System, send for our free brochure now.

CALIFORNIA PRODUCTS CORP.
169 WAVERLY STREET CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02139 /617: 547-5300
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Calendar

National

April 10-14: Concrete Reinforcing Institute Annual Meeting, the San Marcos, Chandler, Ariz.
April 17-19: International Conference on Urban Transportation, Pittsburgh Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh
April 20-21: American Institute of Steel Construction Annual Conference, Sheraton-Palace Hotel, San Francisco
April 25-27: Contract '67 Industry Trade Show, the Coliseum, New York
May 7-10: National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers Annual Convention, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago
May 12-13: NCARB Annual Meeting, Barbizon-Plaza Hotel, New York
May 12-14: ACSA Annual Meeting, Barbizon-Plaza Hotel, New York
May 14-18: AIA Annual Convention, New York Hilton Hotel, New York
May 29-31: Construction Specifications Institute Annual Convention, Fontainebleau, Miami Beach

AIA Regional and State Conventions

April 12-14: Michigan Society of Architects, Lansing
April 20-22: Gulf States Regional Convention, Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans
Oct. 3-7: Florida Association of Architects, Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood-by-the-Sea

AIA Committees and Related Meetings

At the Octagon unless otherwise noted

April 27-29: Documents Review

International

July 3-8: UIA Congress, Prague

Competition

- National Football Hall of Fame, New Brunswick, N.J. Program available from Charles W. Moore, AIA, Professional Adviser, 1082 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn. Registration closes April 15.

Tours

- Mexican Architecture and Interior Design Seminar-Tour, meeting Mexico City, Sept. 30, 14 days. Reservations accepted in order received with deposit of $50 per person toward cost of $358, airmailed to T. H. Hewitt, Apartado Postal 5-251, Mexico 5, D.F.
New PITTCO® T-WALL™ thermal framing system controls condensation, reduces heat loss in new Federal-Mogul Building

The new PITTCO T-WALL has a proven 0.6° U-value. There is absolutely no metal connection from inside to outside. (See section.)

That means no condensation on the metal at room temperatures up to 70° with relative humidity of 35%—even when it's minus 20° outside. Metal framing is not chilly. Sound transmission is reduced.

Appearance is slim, elegant, unobtrusive. Face of the mullion is only 1 1/2 inches wide; gasket projects only 3/8 of an inch from surface of the glass.

PITTCO T-WALL is available in several glazing thickness combinations, including double glazing for maximum insulation. Standard components will meet varying strength requirements.

For more information on this new PITTCO framing system, see Sweet's Architectural File, section 3a/Pi, or write for our 4-page descriptive folder. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Pittco Architectural Metals Department, Ohio Street, Kokomo, Indiana 46901.

PITTCO ARCHITECTURAL METALS
Letters

Expo & the US Pavilion
EDITOR:
We have read Mr. Diamond’s article in the February issue with great interest as to his appraisal of the quality of site planning and the design of some of the pavilions for Expo 67.

In respect to the facts, however (and in the interest of maintaining the high standard of accuracy that should be the working principle of every professional journal), we must correct the author’s text in regard to his paragraph on the US Pavilion.

The architects for that building are R. Buckminster Fuller/Fuller & Sado, Inc./Geometrics, Inc. Cambridge Seven Associates are the architects and designers of the interior platforms and exhibits, and are not associated in the design of the US Pavilion itself.

The geodesic bubble is 200 feet high, constructed from slotted and welded steel pipe, not from crimped steel rods. The structural system below the Equator is a geodesic system modified with lesser circles to resolve joining with the three horizontal ground planes. It is not based upon a Mercator projection, which is the Cartesian projection of spherical arcs of latitude and longitude on a flat plane. The plastic panels are all hexagons, so there is no geometric strategy required to efficiently use rectangular panels.

PETER FLOYD
R. Buckminster Fuller/Fuller & Sado, Inc./Geometrics, Inc.
Cambridge, Mass.

Housing & Human Needs
EDITOR:
After reading the article “Unique Impotence or Universal Impact” in January, I have the impression that the “Brave New World” has already arrived, but we are coping with it instantly, immediately, totally, in a meaningful, ongoing and viable fashion. We call it by another name.

Thus one is able to proceed from the hypothesis that the profession needs “a detailed understanding of the range of human needs and how to meet them through environmental design” to the concept that we “must think of housing as a replaceable consumer product”; to the suggestion that, as a result of this and other concepts, “architects will devote less time to ‘one-shot’ solutions and more to analyzing human needs in relation to the environmental factors”; and the further suggestion that “mass-produced standardized products often leave more room for personal choice and expression than architect-designed houses.” Why?

Do automobile manufacturers consider human needs in relation to the environment? And is it perhaps partly because the auto is a replaceable consumer product that they do not?

Is there, indeed, perhaps something incompatible between the full range of human needs including those of the spirit and housing considered as “a replaceable consumer product . . . built to satisfy all the scientifically determined physical, psychological and esthetic requirements of consumers”?

It is an incompatibility which can only be resolved in the jargon of “double-speak” which posits the very theories within which it justifies itself—as with the concluding paragraph of the article, quoted above, which appears in the form “mass-produced standardized products should [writer’s italics] permit room for personal choice and expression.”

D. B. ALEXANDER, AIA
San Francisco, Calif.
You’ve made the move to electric heat. Good choice.

Now, who installs it?

Electric heat is an electrical function and should be the responsibility of a qualified electrical contractor. That way, you’ve got the one man who can furnish, install, connect and inspect electric heating equipment—the one man who can see the job all the way through from plans to permit to operating guarantee.

How can you be sure a qualified electrical contractor will furnish and install your next electric heating system? That’s easy. Put the heating specs into the electrical section of your building plan.

Your Qualified Electrical Contractor

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION, 610 Ring Building, Washington, D.C. 20036
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When the Owner is OUT... W & F should be IN

The W & F
6000 series
Deadlock, provides your client's entrance with one, two or three SECURITY points.

Jamb bolts, along with header and threshold bolts are available in any combination... designed to meet your Specification requirements in VARIED situations.

For technical and pricing information, contact:

W. & F. MFG., INC.
811 Air Way, Glendale, Calif. 91201 * Phone: (Area Code 213) 345-7441

For more technical data, circle 249 on information card

Everything about Diazit® is expensive... except the price!

If you're looking for an expensive synchronized whiteprinter-developer that's better-made and does everything the others do and then some... but you don't want to spend a lot of money... you're looking for Diazit! Frankly, we run a low-overhead tight-ship... so we can make the best-darned whiteprinter on the market and sell it without adding the high costs our competitors are plagued with. We just ask you to compare!

For example, the price of $469.50 for our 42" Diazit "Space-Saver" is more than $300. less than comparable units! It will do everything they do... and more. It is the only 42" machine under $1,000. with a non-corrosive stainless steel developer. It is the fastest fluorescent-lamp unit at any price. It is portable, requires no venting, can be put on a table or wall-hung and features single-dial speed control from 3" to 12" per minute. It's better and costs less just like all other Diazit models starting at $229. Write for brochure and local dealer.

For technical and pricing information, contact:

DIAZIT® COMPANY INC.
Rt. U. S. #1, Youngsville, North Carolina
TELEPHONE 919-356-5188
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PROBLEM: 
Produce handsome exterior walls without spending a fortune.

SOLUTION:
Use Marblecrete.
It's a white cement stucco with colorful stone embedded.

For illustrating the advantages of Marblecrete, the picture above is a fortunate one. It shows the handsome result possible with Marblecrete. And it suggests the simplicity of its application.

Marblecrete is white cement stucco into which stone or stone chips is gunned. The color and texture possibilities are unlimited. Not only can most any stone be used, but the bedding coat of Trinity White cement stucco can be tinted to any color that blends with or complements the stone that is to be used.

Marblecrete is not new, but architects today seeking a handsome effect at low cost are using it more effectively than ever in the past. For information on its possibilities talk to your local stucco or plastering contractor.
Building or remodeling?

Move up to Stainless Steel—we’ve got the cost down!

Here's the first truly cost-competitive stainless steel fenestration system—USS ULTIMET Stainless Steel Wall Framing. There has never been a stainless steel system like it.

All USS ULTIMET components are roll-formed—for precise part-to-part uniformity and fit, greater strength, lower cost fabrication, and faster, lower cost erection.

USS ULTIMET framing is first-quality nickel-chrome stainless steel—in a new softline architectural finish. Includes narrow-stile doors and horizontally-pivoted sash. Meets NAAMM test requirements.

USS ULTIMET flush-gazed components can be erected more simply and quickly than ever before possible with stainless steel fenestration. Most members just lock into place. No on-site cutting. No welding, no exposed fasteners.

And USS ULTIMET components give the architect a completely integrated series of structurally efficient and easily fabricated and erected stainless steel shapes that lend themselves to a great variety of architectural expressions and applications.

If you want to use stainless steel fenestration in building or remodeling, don’t let cost worry you any longer. USS ULTIMET Stainless Steel Wall Framing is available now, at a price you can afford.

For a copy of “USS ULTIMET Stainless Steel Wall Framing,” write United States Steel, Room 4417, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. Or contact a USS Architectural Products Representative through your nearest USS Construction Marketing or Sales Office. USS and ULTIMET are trademarks.
AEROFIN

Smooth-Fin Coils offer you:

Greater Heat Transfer per sq. ft. of face area

Lower Airway Resistance—less power per c.f.m.

Aerofin smooth fins can be spaced as closely as 14 per inch with low air friction. Consequently, the heat-exchange capacity per square foot of face area is extremely high, and the use of high air velocities entirely practical. Tapered fin construction provides ample tube-contact surface so that the entire fin becomes effective transfer surface. Standardized encased units arranged for simple, quick, economical installation.

Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request.

AEROFIN CORPORATION
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505
ENGINEERING OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
Next Month

The New Architect: "New demands and needs, and new technologies, are making the new architect," says Institute President Charles M. Nes Jr., FAIA. And so the 1967 convention will provide an in-depth examination of this new professional, analyzing where he stands today and pointing out some of the ways in which he may prepare for the future.

A Twofold Approach: May's Official Convention Guide likewise will look at the future of the profession, with three architects delving into practice itself and with an educator projecting the changing role of the architectural schools. What these professionals have to say should be of interest to the stay-at-homers as well as the conventioneers.

New York, New York: "A city of constantly accelerating, almost unbelievable change; of enormous and troublesome energy; symbol of many of the hopes and accomplishments of the New World: New York—the perfect setting for a convention whose theme is "The New Architect," to again quote President Nes. Thus the second part of the May editorial package will focus on the host city itself.

The Gold Medalist: One of New York's own will receive the Institute's highest honor this year. A study of the projects of Wallace K. Harrison, FAIA, will review "his demonstrated ability to lead a team in producing significant architectural works of high quality over a period of 30 years."

All Around the Town: Several other articles will examine New York from different points of view. One will discuss the program intended to preserve the city's architectural heritage; another will look at contemporary buildings in light of the controversial Bard Awards; a third will explore Mayor Lindsay's "fun city" in a visitor's guide including some offbeat activities.


BRAND NEW

15 YEARS OLD

And you can't tell the difference! A properly installed Vulcathene® Corrosion-Resistant Drainline System never fails, never needs maintenance, and never shows sign of change.

Vulcathene has been proven time and time again in 15 years of grueling service—handling alkalies, salts, organic compounds, mineral acids, radioactive wastes, and laboratory and production wastes of all kinds.

Temperatures from —65°F to 200°F don't affect Vulcathene. It's tough and resilient enough to withstand impact and shock. And, using the patented Polyfusion method, you can install a top quality Vulcathene system in about half the time of other materials—with substantial savings in time and dollars.

Over 25,000 installations and 545 code approvals show the wide acceptance of Vulcathene. Completely integrated polyolefin systems—sinks, pipe, traps, fittings, couplers, adapters, and dilution tanks—are available in stock from 1½ to 6 inches. See our catalog in Sweet's Architectural or Industrial Construction Files or write Dept. 4604, Nalgene Piping Systems Division, 75 Panorama Creek Dr., Rochester, N.Y. 14602.

NALGENE PIPING SYSTEMS / NALGE COMPANY
a division of Ritter Pfaudler Corporation

For more technical data, circle 271 on information card